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Abstract  

The purpose of this thesis is to study the expectations towards the customer service of Lagkagehuset based 

on their brand and how the internal communication supports shop assistant’s ability to meet these expecta-

tions. A comparison is made between the available communication before and after an intranet app is intro-

duced.  

The organisation’s value proposition and corporate identity is analysed in order to understand the base of a 

customer’s expectations. A sample of customers were sent an online questionnaire intended to reveal their 

expectations and actual experiences with the brand. Subsequently, store employees were interviewed using 

in-depth semi-structured interviews intended to reveal their perspective of the customer service situation and 

the internal communication resources and channels. The channels and resources were analysed using the cus-

tomer and employee perspectives with the purpose of testing how they support the expectation set by cus-

tomers and the corporate identity. The study leans on research conducted by the Salanova, Agut & Peiró 

(2005), which suggests that organisational resources can affect the employees’ performance and furthermore 

have an effect on customers’ perception of their performance which hereby could affect their loyalty posi-

tively as well as theories which suggests that employees need the necessary information through effective 

channels in order to perform optimally. Therefore, the study works from the idea that the necessary infor-

mation is what customers expect.  

The analysis showed that the corporate identity of Lagkagehuset had resulted in expectations for product 

guidance as part of their customer service. The expectations were not limited to one or two types of infor-

mation. Instead the survey showed that customers had developed expectations for a broad array of product 

information. However, upon analysis, the resources available for distribution of product information did not 

match the expectations of the customers. Additionally, the communication channels utilized before the app 

did not succeed in reaching the employees and the app channel has not initially succeeded in getting employ-

ees to use the resources. Thus, since the resources and channels are less than desirable, the organisation 

might have untapped potential for growth. A few suggestions were made to increase the relevance of the re-

sources and the channel’ activity. These included exploiting the employees’ experiences as important assets, 

generating communication about the resources available and making the resources available at the centre of 

the customer service situation.  
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Introduction 
The success of an organisation is affected and determined by a wide array of variables. An organisation 

ought to have a value proposition that is a unique combination of offerings. This allows an organisation to 

capture a customer segment who’s needs have not been met elsewhere (Osterwalder, 2005, p. 22). Lagkage-

huset is a Danish organisation which has been able to expand its business quickly over the last 10-15 years. 

As a bakery chain from southern Jutland and one from Copenhagen joined forces in 2008, Lagkagehuset as 

we know it today was founded. As one, the bakeries began expanding from their original turfs. By 2017, the 

organisation had 80 stores nationally (Hvem er vi, n.d.) and by 2020 it has expanded to 101 stores nationally 

as well as 13 stores in the UK and 3 stores in the US (Buus, l. 31). A successful organisation in terms of ex-

pansion and turnover (Buus, l. 24).  

However, the stakeholders surrounding an organisation can greatly affect an organisation’s position in the 

market (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 64). Thus, the relationship between the organisation and its stakeholders 

should be continuously monitored and the interaction adjusted to keep them satisfied (Ibid, p. 66). The stake-

holder relationship will among other things be determined by corporate identity and by the business model 

the organisation projects (85). As a front-line employee in the service industry you constitute the contact area 

between an organisation and its customers. Consequently, the employees are faced with the expectations of 

the customers frequently and hereby are faced with the challenge of communicating the expected infor-

mation and fulfil their expectations.  

1.1 Personal motivation 

Previously, I was employed as a shop assistant in Lagkagehuset and in my experience customer service was 

presented as one of the cornerstones of the organisation and it received a lot of attention during my training. 

The culture and examples set by managers, furthermore, suggested that our customer service was character-

ized by high standards. However, one particular area of the customer service experience repeatedly posed a 

challenge and sparked frustrations as an employee in the meeting with customers. Product knowledge and 

guidance were a central part of the service we offered. Yet, I repeatedly experienced not being able to pro-

vide the expected service which affected the customer service experience negatively. A lack of information 

caused the frustrations and a few of these experiences are presented below.  

As a new employee, I received no formal written information about the products the organisation served, 

during my training. As a result, I was left with the options of asking my colleagues every time, and hereby, 

admitting that I did not know, or simply to guide from my own experience. Throughout my time as a shop 

assistant, I was never presented with a formal collection of information about the products. Instead I learned 

by listening to snippets of what my colleagues said. Additionally, there were no forums where you could ver-

ify your personal assumptions about the products or what you heard colleagues say about the products. As a 

result, I felt that I lacked technical terms and the knowledge to provide the customer service that the 
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customers clearly expected. Consequently, I lost the engagement and willingness to go the extra mile in the 

store. My behaviour in service situations became much more standardised and less involved.  

When new products or seasonal products were launched, information about the product was only available 

through a face-to-face conversation with the managers in the stores. Since, the stores are very busy, manag-

ers often forgot to deliver the information. Additionally, many shop assistants, including myself, works part 

time which means that you might not be working when the managers are working. It was not until I person-

ally asked my store manager to post information about new products on our Facebook group, that I received 

consistent information about new products. Each time customers could not receive the expected customer 

service, it seemed as though their stake in the organisation was challenged (Personal Observations, 1. 39). 

The inconsistency I experienced, between what the customers expected and what I as a shop assistant was 

able to provide, motivated the thesis in question. 

1.2 Research Question  

In an effort to study the inconsistency and how it is affected by the internal communication the following re-

search question and sub-questions will be utilized: 

How does the corporate identity of Lagkagehuset affect the customer expectations concerning the customer 

service of Lagkagehuset i.e. product guidance and how does its internal communication support shop assis-

tants in delivering on these expectations? 

- What is Lagkagehuset’s business model and corporate identity? 

- Based on the corporate identity, which expectations do the relevant parties have to the customer ser-

vice? 

- How does the actual customer service experience compare to the expectations and ideals? 

- How did the internal communication and its channels support employees’ ability to provide the ex-

pected customer service?  

- How do the LUNI app compare in supporting employees’ ability to provide the expected customer 

service?  

- What should Lagkagehuset add to their internal communication to support employees’ ability to pro-

vide the expected customer service?  

1.3 Delimitation  

Customer service is an umbrella term and covers a variety of different functions, structures and offers that 

organisations offers their customers in order to improve the experience. The customers might find a need for 

them at different times related to the time of sale. These could include information about the organisations 

and its contact information, opening hours, the option of guidance about the product or service they offer, 
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assistance and interaction during the process of purchase, complaint and return policy etc. (Sandstrøm, 2006, 

p. 40). These functions are the result of many different organisational considerations and would require an 

extensive analysis of large parts of the organisation. Considering the limited scope of this thesis, it is not pos-

sible to include all customer service functions. Thus, the area of research conducted in this thesis will be lim-

ited to the customer service situation related to sales in stores i.e. guiding and providing information about 

the product and craftmanship.  

The research will furthermore be limited to customer service provided by Danish stores. As mentioned, the 

organisation has recently expanded to markets in both London and New York (Hvem er vi, n.d.). However, if 

the stores in other markets were included in the research area, it would include having to consider the data 

from several other factors. The thesis would have to account for differences in characteristics of the market, 

maturity of the brand, demand from the customers, differing products, differing cultural consideration con-

cerning both the customers and personnel etc. As the Danish market is still the main source of income and 

employs a far greater number of more shop assistants, the thesis will focus on the Danish market. Addition-

ally, the study will not take into account talent programmes or training programmes, that are not available to 

every employee. Since customer service and product guidance is such a central part of every store em-

ployee’s job responsibilities, the information about products is relevant to all employees and should therefore 

be accessible.  

Method Limitation  

In order to comply with the hermeneutical philosophy of science that the thesis rests on (Nygaard, 2012, p. 

39), the data collection was originally supposed to be conducted entirely through qualitative interviews. As 

the thesis is searching to understand the situation from different perspectives, it would be optimal to use a 

method of data collection that allows for flexible dialogue. Yet, the global Covid-19 pandemic limited the 

face to face contact. The internal informants were interviewed as it was able to establish contact through the 

organisation and conduct most of the interviews online via skype. Yet, interviews with external informants, 

in this case customers, were converted to survey questionnaires as it limited the close contact significantly. 

Customers was approached at a safe distance in front of stores and asked if they wanted to participate in the 

research. If they accepted, their email was taken and the questionnaire was sent to them.  

2 Philosophy of Science  

The scientific theory and ascribed paradigm, utilized by any ongoing research or studies, will frame the re-

searcher’s view of the research subject and consequently how the subject ought to be studied. Figuratively 

the paradigm functions as a pair of glasses which presents the world hereafter. However, one should realize 

that it also affects the research results as a consequence (Nygaard, 2012, p. 23-24).  
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As mentioned above, the main area of research for this thesis covers the service interaction between shop as-

sistants and customers in a shop environment. As such, the parties involved, and their perception of and ex-

pectation towards the situation, represents a vital source of information. Therefore, the research conducted 

within this thesis will reside in the paradigm of hermeneutics, as it appears to be the approach best suited to 

the case in question. The following section will present the philosophy that hermeneutics ascribe to and how 

it relates to the case in question. 

2.1 Hermeneutics 

The hermeneutical paradigm appears most relevant for this thesis, since it is looking to explore and under-

stand the human and cultural subject. Thus, the ontology of hermeneutics is described by Nygaard (2012) as 

limited realistic as it believes that the subject should be researched taking into account the human under-

standing of it. Hermeneutics does, however, not ascribe to the notion that the subject is constructed only by 

human and social interaction (p. 28-29). Furthermore, as a consequence of the subject and described ontol-

ogy, the epistemology of hermeneutics is subjective. Knowledge and insight are tied to a subjective under-

standing of it and it ascribes to the idea that extension of one’s understanding will aid the creation of 

knowledge (Nygaard, 2012, p. 28).  

2.2 The Hermeneutical Circle 

One of the fundamental aspects of hermeneutics is the hermeneutical circle which represents the way that 

knowledge is built in research that ascribes to the hermeneutical scientific theory (Nygaard, 2012, p. 78).  

The model is an expression of the way in which interpretation of empirical data in a research project happens 

through a process. The method originated in the 1500th hundred as a way to find the truth in biblical texts. 

The method proposes that the meaning of the full text can only be understood in reference to its parts and 

understanding the meaning of the parts must happen in reference to the full text (Ibid, p. 78). According to 

Nygaard (2012), “text” is a broad concept that can cover both written texts, but also the subject’s oral expres-

sions, actions, occasion etc (p.78). In relation to this thesis, the “text” will consist of oral interviews from in-

formants that have personal experiences with the subject matter of the thesis.  

Until recently, the hermeneutical philosophy saw the interpreter as separate from the object that he/she is 

studying as is the case in positivism. Yet, in 1998 Gadamer challenged the positivistic ideal and suggested 

that an object of research could not be understood in total separation from the subject. He suggests that the 

subject will inherently bring a presupposition of the world. (Ibid, p. 79). Gadamer regards a presupposition 

as a necessary part of understanding and proposes the idea that without a presupposition, the researcher can-

not know the relevant questions to ask (Ibid, p. 79). The idea of presupposition is relevant for this thesis as 

the motivation was founded in a personal experience. As someone who has been in the stores for several 

years and later occupied a position in the administration, the presence of a presupposition is undeniable. The 
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presupposition does provide insight and knowledge which creates a good base for e.g. asking questions and 

bringing up themes that colleagues from the administration does not have the experience and therefore 

knowledge about (Personal Observations, l. 2). Additionally, the background in communications studies, 

provides a unique “situation” (Ibid, p. 81).   

3 Methodology  

3.1 In-depth Semi-structured Qualitative Interviews 

In the sections above, the aim of this thesis was presented as well as the chosen scientific theory deemed 

most suitable. The hermeneutical theory was chosen, since the experiences and perceptions of the people in-

volved are the primary empirical base for this thesis. Consequently, the chosen primary method of data col-

lection is the qualitative interview. The following section will present the opportunities and limitations of the 

method utilizing the directions mainly provided by Steinar Kvale (2007).  

In order to understand the expectations to customer service, the needs and wants of the people involved in 

the service situations are central. The optimum customer service situation must be when everyone involved 

is on the same page and their expectations are aligned. As such this thesis should attempt to understand the 

different perspectives represented in the situation. To do so, this thesis will explore the perspectives of the 

shop employees, the administration through the Head of Group Brand and lastly the customers. The semi-

structured interview was chosen, as it allows the interviewer to open the lifeworld of the interviewees. The 

interviewee can through dialogue convey their personal experience in their own words and from their per-

spective (Kvale, 2007, p. 13). Originally, the face-to-face semi structured qualitative interview were ex-

pected to be the method of data collection for all four categories of information. Yet, as the Covid19 epi-

demic became a reality, the circumstances for data collection changed. The qualitative interviews had to be 

conducted via virtual channels. The channel that seemed to cause the least amount of problems concerning 

options of contact and quality of visual and audio presentation, was Facebook’s Messenger. The program is 

simple and has limited options for recording etc., thus the interview were recorded on the Dictaphone app on 

a cell-phone device, that was placed near the audio outlet. Interviews with the shop assistants and store man-

agers were conducted as such. An interviewer should be able to interpret their subjective perspective and the 

meaning based on knowledge about the interview topic, the explicit answers as well as the vocalization, fa-

cial expressions and bodily gestures of the interviewee (Ibid, p. 13). The circumstances dictated by the 

Covid19 epidemic, limited the interviews to be conducted virtually. Thus, certain nuances might be more dif-

ficult to interpret. To have the interviews mimic normal circumstances as much as possible, the interviews 

were conducted with video, and the interview guide were printed in order to allow for as much eye contact 

and focus during the interview. Furthermore, in order to arrive at a precise understanding of the inter-

viewee’s perspective, the send back technique were utilized multiple times throughout the interviews, to 
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make sure that the meaning was interpreted as the interviewee meant it to. As suggested by the Kvale, the 

interviewees were briefed about the topic when interviewing. (Kvale, 2007, p. 6).  

In order to make the live word of the interviewee explicit to the interviewer, the interviewer should be look-

ing to ask questions that elicit a precise and descriptive answer where the interviewee can present his/her ex-

perience and how they feel (Kvale, 2007, p. 13). In order to elicit said response, the interview guide contains 

open questions asking the interviewee to describe their experience e.g.: “Please describe you experience in 

the training process, what did you like, did you miss something?” (Appendix 1). In order to maintain a direc-

tion throughout the interview Kvale suggests dividing the interview into themes. Yet, the interviewer should 

be sensitive to topics and utterances made by the interviewee, as it might unveil perspectives that are new but 

helpful for the interviewer (Kvale, 2007, p.14). As seen in appendix 1, the interviews were themed in the fol-

lowing topics; personal history, Brand, Training, LUNI, Internal Communication, Customer Service, LUNI 

app, and Suggestions. These topics were used for the different categories of subjects across the interviews, 

yet the questions were angled to fit their relationship to the theme. Additionally, the subjects were also al-

lowed to follow tangents and bring up different topics in case they brought forwards information that could 

be beneficial for the thesis. A few subjects did bring up topics and tangents that were not particularly rele-

vant to the research, yet they were only gently redirected when they seemed to have finished their message, 

in order to not discourage them and their interest in sharing. Consequently, the interviews did not follow the 

exact sequence that the interview guides indicate. Additionally, due to the limited resources available during 

the Cvid-19 pandemic, two interviewees were interviewed together. While their independent reality may be 

less clear, it still provided value to the study that one more person was available.  

Qualified naïveté  

As mentioned above, the interviews were themed and only semi-structured. Consequently, the interviews 

were open enough to allow informants to bring up themes they found relevant. It was a conscious decision, 

made to provide the necessary “qualified naïveté” (Kvale, 2007, p. 4). Additionally, to protect the qualified 

naïveté, the personal history has been made explicit in the introduction and in the appendix Personal Obser-

vations. Through awareness of one’s own presupposition, it is easier to prohibit from affecting the study.  

Ethical concerns  

The qualitative interview, as a means of data collection, does entail ethical concerns that the interviewer 

should be aware of and attempt to minimize to the best of his/her abilities (Kvale, 2007, p. 4). Firstly, Kvale 

identifies “informed consent” as an important ethical factor (Kvale, 2007, p. 6). The interviewees utilized in 

this thesis were informed about the overall purpose of the research. Yet, the interviewees were not informed 

about the personal motivation that inspired the thesis, as the negative frustrations of the interviewer could 

influence the interviewee and sway their answers to mimic the experience presented. Additionally, they re-

ceived information about the procedure of the interview and how they were recorded. According to Kvale 

(2007), the information should be provided at the beginning of the interview in order to minimize the 
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interviewer ability to deceive the participants (p.6). These recommendations were followed in the interviews 

conducted. Informed consent also includes the voluntary participation of the participants and one should con-

sider the organisational pressure to participate (Ibid, p.6). The consent from Shop assistants, the store manag-

ers and they were obtained in writing on the Platform Facebook. Additionally, Buus were consulted orally at 

the beginning of the thesis process to ensure their acceptance in participating.  

Confidentiality 

Additionally, the issue of confidentiality should be considered (Kvale, 2007, p. 6-7). For this thesis, the in-

formants will be referred to by number. The section below will provide a short presentation of the interview-

ees’ profiles which include their age, their position within the company, how many hours their contract states 

and how long they have been with the company. Thus, the readers can recognize a profile throughout the the-

sis, yet their anonymity is protected. Their name and the store they are connected to, will not appear in the 

transcription of the interviews out of respect for their position. The questions encourage informants to de-

scribe their customer service experience and job experience position. Consequently, their statements do end 

up revealing less than desired actions from themselves, but also critique of their colleagues. Thus, if their 

name and store connection were mentioned, it could have consequences for the informants. Parker (2005) 

does argue that subject’s anonymity could provide the researcher with the opportunity to control the infor-

mation (Kvale, 2007, p. 4). Yet, the potential consequences of the transparency, could have limited the open-

ness of the interviewees and affected the results of the study. Thus, the anonymity was prioritized but the au-

dio files are available for the examination to prove it happened.  

Mail Questionnaire  

The interview with the organisation’s Head of group brand experience was also converted from the original 

In-depth semi-structured interview format. As a consequence of the Covid-19 pandemic, Buus had a very 

busy schedule leaving her overwhelmed. Additionally, a large portion of her assignments have been con-

verted to urgent matters that appears with a moment’s notice and have very short deadlines, thus making it a 

challenge to set aside an interrupted period of time. The deadline of this thesis also became an issue. Accord-

ing to Miller & Salkind (2002), it can be appropriate to use mail questionnaires when there are scheduling 

issues and informants are challenging to reach (p. 319). Thus, it was converted to a mail questionnaire as a 

rushed and incoherent interview likely would have provided less valuable information. The interview guide 

was only adapted slightly in the hopes of receiving all the necessary information. However, the conversion to 

mail questionnaires does result in some limitations. Firstly, the informant and interviewer are not able to 

work out the precis meaning of the question. Additionally, the written format does not allow for immediate 

follow up questions and dialogue which then leaves you with a more one-sided and perhaps less relevant an-

swer (Kvale 2007, 5).  

Analysis 
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In order to study the data generated by the interviews a content analysis is conducted. Using categorization 

as suggested by the Kvale (2007, p. 6), the answers are grouped under shared themes. Through the process of 

grouping, a quantitative aspect becomes relevant. It allows, the interviewer to see patterns among the data 

(Ibid, p. 6). The interviews conducted for this thesis, were categorized and is presented in appendix 3.  

3.2 Reliability and Validity  

The concepts of reliability and validity are used by the research community as a means to judge the quality 

and trustworthiness of research projects and how much weight can be put on the results (Kvale, 2007, p. 3). 

These are concepts that are derived from the positivistic paradigm where objectivity and repeatability are the 

cornerstones of research. Without accounting for these concepts, positivistic research is considered to be un-

reliable and cannot be used as reference for future research (Val Kvale, 2007, p. 3). Among qualitative re-

searchers, these concepts are debated for their applicability and preciseness in qualitative research. Certain 

researchers even go as far claiming that these concepts are irrelevant to qualitative research and that positiv-

istic ideals should not govern qualitative research (Nygaard, 2012, p. 96). However, according to Kvale these 

concepts do hold a value for qualitative research and thus should be applied (Kvale, 2007, p. 3).  

Reliability 

“Reliability pertains to the consistency and trustworthiness of research findings.” (Kvale, 2007, p. 3). In pos-

itivism a study is reliable if the same research could be reproduced by another researcher and provide the 

same results over and over again using identical conditions (Brier, 2012, p. 97). Thus, in qualitative research 

different interviewers should be able to produce the same answers (Kvale, 2007, p. 4). Certain issues chal-

lenge the reliability of this study. Firstly, the interview pertains to the personal experience and opinion of the 

interviewees. Hypothetically, since their past experiences cannot be changed the questions ought to be an-

swered similarly but only if they were asked about their experience and opinion at that time. However, the 

human memory might not be able to deduct life experiences that has happened in the meantime. Since the 

human experience is ever evolving, constantly offering new experiences and perspectives, which means that 

past experiences and opinions might be seen in a different light after times has passed. Additionally, the fact 

that both interviewer and interviewee work within the same organisation could also affect the interviewees’ 

answers. The fact that the interviewer is “sent” from the administration and therefore holds a position of au-

thority to certain employees (Kvale, 2007, p. 5). In order to minimize these feelings, the personal background 

in the same position is mentioned before the interview in an attempt to create a feeling of equality. This 

might also let them use store shorthand and draw on shared experiences. In terms of transcriptions and anal-

yses, the reliability is also limited by the fact that both are conducted, transcribed and analysed by only one 

person (Kvale 2007, p. 4). While it presents a risk of unreliability, the time and resources for the study did 

not allow for having a second opinion. Yet, the interviews were recorded which means that the raw data can 

be checked.  
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Validity  

Following, the statement above, the positivistic concept of validity asks the question: “Are you measuring 

what you think you are measuring” (Kvale, 2007, p. 4). Kvale points to the fact that by following this argu-

ment any qualitative research that does not result in a number, would be invalid. He presents a broader 

guideline that can apply to qualitative data as suggested by Pervin (1984): “The extent to which our observa-

tions indeed reflect the phenomena or variables of interest to us” (Ibid, p. 4). The validity of this thesis is 

limited due to the learning process the author has been through. The following sections presents principles of 

validity and how these apply to this thesis.  

According to Gadamer, the interpreter’s presupposition is prerequisite for understanding (Nygaard, 2012, p. 

80), Fredslund however suggests a methodological principle for hermeneutical research that help manage it 

(Ibid, p. 83). The principle is called; to raise awareness of one’s own presupposition. The author suggests 

that if you accept Gadamer’s idea that subject and object cannot be understood separate, Fredslund suggests 

that the researcher should strive to become aware of one’s own presupposition (Nygaard, 2012, p. 85). In an 

attempt to make the presupposition explicit for both the reader and the interpreter herself, the knowledge 

used in this thesis has been transferred to paper in the appendix called Personal Observations. Additionally, 

the motivation is presented in the introduction to aid the transparency of the thesis. Thus, what concerns pre-

supposition, the study is valid.  

In extension Fredslund also suggests a principle is called; to put your presupposition on the line and thus al-

low your horizon of understanding to move. Fredslund provides a few methods that one can use to put one’s 

presupposition on the line. As it is difficult to challenge your own presupposition and horizon yourself, 

Fredslund suggests a method of presenting your point of view and your sub conclusions throughout the pro-

cess of the research study (Ibid, p. 87). In this study certain presuppositions and sub conclusions based on 

personal experiences were offered up as a base for the interview guide and during interviews. Consequently, 

the presupposition was challenged by others in similar situations and by the recipients of the results of this 

thesis. This helps the validity of the study. Unfortunately, there was not time to present final conclusions to 

the recipients to obtain feedback and therefore the conclusions stand as one person’s conclusions which lim-

its the validity. 

The third principle is referred to as; to put yourself in another person’s shoes. Fredslund refers to the theoret-

ical perspective suggesting that different theoretical frameworks should be utilized in research projects as 

they provide different perspectives to the empirical data. Yet, the limitations of the theories should be con-

sidered and taken into account when they are used in analysis and discussion (Ibid, p. 89). The limitations of 

theories used in this thesis are written in section 4 and taken into account in the analysis.  

 The final principle is called; To be conscious of the structure of the question in order to affect the horizon 

(ibid, 93). The questions in the interview guide are posed with mostly neutral language by starting questions 
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with wh-questions and omitting personal opinions. However, Fredslund recognizes that the openness is lim-

ited to some degree by the horizon that the interpreter brings (Ibid, p. 93). This factor especially challenges 

the validity of this study. As mentioned above, the motivation for the thesis is based on personal experiences. 

Since the personal experiences had revealed many different factors that would be interesting to research and 

many facets that influenced each of these, the study began as a very broad study trying to include an array of 

factors. Therefore, when the interviews were conducted, the interview guide tried to capture too many in-

sights. Thus, when the study was eventually specified, a lot of the data was no longer relevant or a had not 

received enough attention to provide a lot of nuance about the smaller field of research. Additionally, it be-

came apparent from the interviews that some of terms used were interpreted differently by the interviewees. 

This, could have been helped by a pre-interview, as suggested by Kvale (Kvale, 2007, p. 3). Unfortunately, 

this was outside the knowledge of the author at that time. Consequently, the terms were explained more 

throughout the different interviews, but it meant a loss of data.  Thus, the validity of the data is limited. This 

should be taken into account when reading the results.  Fredslund, furthermore, suggests considering differ-

ent perspectives to preserve the openness (Ibid, p. 93). Both the interview guide and questionnaire feature 

open-ended questions which allows the interviewee to present alternative perspectives. However, even 

though the people directly involved in the situation was included in the data collection as well as Buus, Head 

of Brand, who is responsible for the development and communication of Brand (Buus, l. 8) were included, 

employees in different positions could perhaps have added perspectives about the possibilities and structures 

with the organisation. However, due to the restraint of resources related to Covid-19 pandemic, it was not 

possible to obtain e.g. perspectives e.g. training managers, product managers etc.  

Kvale, furthermore, presents factors to consider the validity of a study. As suggested by Kvale, the data from 

the interviews were transcribed and categorized in order to reveal the actual patterns of data for the inter-

viewer (anal Kvale, 2007, p. 5) which does help the validity, but since the questions were not optimal, some 

insecurity is included. He states that no transcription is completely valid since the meaning is converted from 

a rich oral communication with its set of rules to text which has a different set of rules. The transcripts are 

instead seen as an interpretation (Trans Kvale, 2007, p. 8). It was decided that due to time restraint and the 

fact that the content and main opinions were the area of interest for the study, the transcripts were not tran-

scribed with every breaks, pauses, intonation except when irony was used. Additionally, when people stum-

bled over their words or restructured their answer, the statement closest to the meaning was transcribed. Ad-

ditionally, only one person has transcribed and analysed the data Since the study was adjusted and comprised 

to a smaller scope due to the scope of the thesis, some data was not used. The validity of the study may 

therefore be challenged by the fact that only one analyst was involved, however, the study does use categori-

zation and confirmation from interviewees in order to help the validity (val Kvale, 2007, p. 5). 
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With everything taken into account, the validity is limited and it is therefore suggested that either the author 

or the organisation debrief with the informants in order to validate the interpretations.  

Generalization  

Kvale presents the fact that social science research is expected to find meaning and knowledge that can be 

transferred to other situations. Yet, with the complexities of social sciences, Kvale suggests that knowledge 

should not necessarily be transferred globally, but to relevant situations (Kvale, 2007, p. 7-8). There are two 

ways of testing its ability to be generalised. Firstly, through statistical generalization subjects must be se-

lected at random and provide a representative sample (Kvale, 2007, p. 8). This thesis does not use a com-

pletely representative sample of subjects. Firstly, since the sample was chosen from the specific case in ques-

tion, similar organisation’s employee demographic was not taken into account and thus not directly transfera-

ble to similar organisations. Secondly, due to the “shelter in place” initiative in relation to the Covid-19 pan-

demic that was enforced, the sample of subjects all resides in Copenhagen. The pandemic caused a big shift 

in the organisation and resources that could have helped the representation of the sample were unavailable. 

Thus, the results cannot be transferred directly to other regions of Denmark. Lastly, the study showed varie-

ties from store to store which means that generalization among the stores should be done with caution (Ap-

pendix 3, Differences in Training). However, the sample of interviewees do represent a variety of positions 

and different genders that aids the different positional perspectives.  

3.3 Presentation of Interviewees 

As mentioned above, the identities of most informants are kept anonymous in order to minimize the risk of 

consequences for the participants, as the interviews does reveal less than desired behaviour by the employees 

and store managers. Hence, in this section a few characteristics will be presented, and they will be numbered 

for identification for use later in the thesis. Additionally, the section will also feature a short presentation of 

Anne Mette Buus.  

Anne Mette Buus is current the current Head of brand experience & product management. She has occupied 

the position since September 2018 which means that she has been with the organisation for approximately 

1,5 years. As Head of Brand experience, she is responsible for all visual and written communication both in 

stores, on the app, the website and Social Media in Denmark. Moreover, she is consulting and guiding the 

brand and marketing employees in both the UK with 11 stores and the US market with 3 stores (Buus, l. 5).  

Interviewee 1 is an 18 years old male. He is a part time employee with open and closing responsibilities. He 

is working part time since he is enrolled in a Danish Gymnasium. Consequently, he is mostly on weekend 

rotations at his store. He has been with the company for approximately 1,5 year. He is generally happy to be 

with the organisation (Interviewee 1, l. 9).  
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Interviewee 2 is also male, but he is 23 years old. He is also a part time employee with open and closing re-

sponsibilities and has mainly been in the same store throughout the duration of his employment. He has, 

however, helped with shifts in other stores occasionally. He began his employment in 2016 as a full-time em-

ployee but has since switched to part time as he started his higher education. Currently he is happy with his 

employment as he states it is an easy job to do part time with nice colleagues and he really appreciates the 

employee discount of 50% (Interviewee 2, l. 9).  

Interviewee 3 is a female employee. She is 19 years old and has a full-time contract with the organisation. 

She has only been with the organisation for approximately 6 months, but she has already been promoted 

from sandwich assistant to sandwich manager in her store. She has not been in other stores than the one she 

was hired for. She mentions that she is very happy to be with the organisation and refer to the young culture 

and the opportunities and responsibilities that young people are allowed to take on (interviewee 3, l. 6).  

Interviewee 4 is a female part time employee. She is 20 years old and began her employment at 17 years old. 

Thus, she has been with the organisation for 3 years. Her contract sates 0 hours which means that she has a 

position of on-call, yet she has been on a regular rotation in the store with open and closing responsibilities 

for the duration of her employment. Currently, she is primarily part of the weekend rotation due to her stud-

ies at a Danish gymnasium. She expresses being very happy to work at the company and appreciates the 

youthful collegial relationships (Interviewee 6, l. 4).  

Interviewee 5 is a 27-year-old female Store Manager. She has moved up the ladder quickly, as she has been 

with the organisation for 3 years. She began as a full-time employee. Approximately 1 year ago she was pro-

moted to Team Manager in a new store, and 6 months ago she became Store Manager In that same store. She 

expresses satisfaction in her position (Interviewee 5, l. 6).  

Interviewee 6 is a 22-year-old male and a full-time team manager. He has a long history with the organisa-

tion. He began his employment as a part time employee when he was 16, meanwhile he was a student at a 

Danish gymnasium. Since then he has both been a full-time employee, team manager and store manager. 

Overall, he is also happy to be with the organisation (Interviewee 6+7, l. 11).  

Interviewee 7 is a female store manager. She is 25 years old and began her employment as a store manager 3 

years ago. Throughout the duration of her employment she has been managing 3 different stores in different 

parts of the country. She is happy to be with the organisation and states that her impression of Lagkagehuset 

has been improving through her employment (Interviewee 6+7, l. 6).  

3.4 Questionnaire  

As mentioned in section 1.3, the method data collection of customer opinions was changed from an in-depth 

semi-structured interview into a quantitative survey using online questionnaires. The following section will 

present survey methodology and reflections concerning the questionnaire in question.  
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According to Joye and Smith (2016), the survey is defined as; “A survey is a systematic method for gather-

ing information from (a sample of) entities for the purpose of constructing quantitative descriptors of the at-

tributes of the large population of which the entities are members” (p. 2). In this case, however, the sample is 

limited to customers of Lagkagehuset due to the relevance of personal experiences with the brand and their 

customer service.  

The questionnaire falls within the category of exploring questionnaires (Jann & Hibz, 2016, p. 2). The ques-

tionnaire is interested in exploring the customers’ experiences and opinions based on the social interaction 

during the customer service situation. While the accumulated counts of answers are interesting, some demo-

graphic indicators were included in the questionnaire in order to ascertain if there were patterns in the results 

(Durand, 2016, p. 2). According to the authors, the questionnaire should attempt to optimize the number of 

participants who completes the survey and their answers (Smyth, 2016, p. 3). In an effort to maximize partic-

ipation for the survey, the questions were kept in a simple language which is easy to understand and the vis-

ual design of the survey was crisp and white with blue accents to appear in a colour palette that is simple and 

professional. Finally, a large portion of the questions were designed as close-ended questions with fixed op-

tions for answers as it increases the chances of completion and since they are easier and more precise to use 

in comparison. (Ibid, p. 8). According to the author reliability and validity are the highest between 5 and 7 

(ibid, p. 8). Thus, the questionnaire most often shows 5 options. Some questions were, however, kept open-

ended as they were intended to reveal their perception instead of e.g. experiences and preferences. It did pre-

sent limitation as the answers were very short and less nuanced,  

According to the author, when using self-administered surveys, one should consider the downfalls that could 

exist (Durand, 2016, p. 7). When customers were contacted in an effort to secure their participation, it be-

came obvious that the online mail questionnaire limited the access to an older audience. Consequently, the 

study cannot discuss the opinions or experiences of those over 65.   

According to Smyth (2016, p. 16), pretesting is a process of presenting the questionnaire to a small sample of 

informants in order to catch issues with questions e.g. that does not answer the question that is asked. Conse-

quently, providing the opportunity to adapt the survey if issues appear. Since the method of data collection 

was changed late in the process, pretesting was skipped due to the time restraint of the timeline. As a result, a 

few questions were not answered as expected and therefore not included. The questions seem to be too broad 

and not specific enough to provide a useful answer for the analysis. Thus, a few points of interest were left 

without a precise answer which does provide a limitation of this study. 

The following section presents a short overview of the participant demographic and consideration about 

these. 48 people completed the questionnaire, yet only between 45 and 47 people answered most of the ques-

tions. This should not have been able to happen, since all answered had a forced answer activated.  It does 

provide a limitation for the study, since the counts can’t be compared directly between the questions. Among 
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the participants were 32 female and 12 male participants. 1 person answered that they identified with some-

thing else. The female vote is therefore dominant in the study, however, this seemed to be representative of 

the customer division when the customers were recruited for the questionnaire. Appendix 6 confirms that the 

typical customer profile is a young female. This could indicate that the dominance is representative of the 

customers demographic. The ages of the participants are distributed as such; 16 people are the age group 15-

25, 12 people are in the age group 26-25, 6 people are in the age group 26-35, 11 people are in the age group 

46-55, 3 are in the age group 56-65. No one is 65 and older. As a consequence, one cannot make any conclu-

sions about the customer segment that is older than 65. The household income per year is distributed as fol-

lows; 7 people earn 100.000DKK or less, 7 people earn 101-300.000DKK, 7 people earn 301-500.000DKK, 

9 people earn 501-700.00DKK, 9 people earn 701-900.000DKK and finally, 7 people earn over 900.000 or 

more. The distribution of customer’s household income may not be entirely reflective of the chain’s cus-

tomer segment, as personal acquaintances were utilized. Conclusions about this segment should hold limited 

weight in the study. The final demographic determiner considers the frequency of participant’s visits. None 

of the participants visits the store less than once a year, 5 people visits the store a couple of times a year, 7 

people visits the store approximately once a month, 13 people visits a couple of times a month, 13 people 

visits approximately once a week, 10 people visits the store several times a week. Thus, the study mostly has 

access to frequent users. The amount of time available to contact participants limited the possibility of 

providing a broad spectrum of participants. Customers who shop rarely or have chosen not to use Lagkage-

huset might have had valuable insights concerning their reasons for not choosing Lagkagehuset and could 

have affected the result of the questionnaire. Future research could benefit from including these perspectives. 

4 Literature Review  

The following section will provide an overview of the process of literature search for this thesis and a rea-

soning for why the literature was chosen. Throughout the search process, the following databases was uti-

lized; libserach.cbs.dk and by extension the physical library at Copenhagen Business School until it closed 

due to the pandemic, Communication and Mass Media Complete, Business Source Complete and Google 

Scholar. Furthermore, the data base, Scopus, was utilized as a tool that can show the value of articles in ques-

tion, provide suggestions for similar articles and also provide access to authors and articles that had been 

cited by the article you typed in.  

As mentioned previously, the motivation for the research question is based on personal experience. Conse-

quently, the search for literature also sprung from the same roots. The frustration I experienced in service sit-

uations where I did not have the necessary information to provide sufficient and appropriate customer ser-

vice. Additionally, over the past six months, the 2 Training Managers had been working on developing an 

app for its employees. Thus, intranet and app channels were the starting point for the literature search. 
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The search for literature about efficient intranet began on LibSerach, Business Source Complete and Google 

Scholar. The immediate results were, however, very function specific and focused on change processes 

within the organisation and social media’s possibilities for internal communication. Yet, the main issue for 

this thesis, concerned the content on the intranet and its usability for employees. Search words used included; 

intranet, customer service, internal communication, service organisation etc. Used in different combinations 

these resulted in articles such as; “Social Collaboration in Intranets: The Impact of Social Exchange and 

Group Norms on Internal Communication”, “Change management: the role of internal communication and 

employee development”, “Participatory communication on internal social media – a dream or reality?” These 

were too specific and did not match the topic of this thesis. Upon suggestion from a librarian a search was 

conducted in Danish which resulted in more relevant options. It appears this happened because the CBS li-

brary stocks their more general literature in Danish. The source that was selected is called; “Intern kommu-

nikation i praksis: En guide til strategisk dialog” by Kistrup and Toft. The source provides a broader look at 

internal communication and what it ought to contain. One chapter specifically considers intranets and pro-

vides general guidelines for what the intranet should contain and bring to the employees (Kistrup & Toft, 

2006, p. 64). The source appears to provide a helpful framework for analysing the internal communication 

and training app that Lagkagehuset launched on February 25th 2020. Even though the framework does not 

consider the intranet as an app platform or the structure of the organisation which could be a limitation, it 

does provide a guideline for the design pertaining to the design and usability for users and is therefore con-

sidered relevant. It did not appear possible to find more specific literature from other databases that were rel-

evant to the industry Lagkagehuset is in. Most sources were geared towards organisation with a strong focus 

on knowledge sharing and creation. Organisations that would typically have an office environment. Thus, it 

did not appear relevant to Lagkagehuset which are a service organisation and sell bake goods.  

The librarian also helped by suggesting a different search word concept than internal communication. The 

word Strategic Communication became a key word for the literature search process. As a result of adding 

that word, the physical library also offered a book called; Strategisk kommunikation for praktikere: I andres 

brød 2.0: Håndbog om informationsjournalistik, Virksomhedskommunikation og Public relations by  Kjær 

Hansen, Jens Otto, & Jørgensen, Hanne Birgitte. (2010). This source again provides a guideline of what in-

ternal communication should do and contain in order to create effective employees. It was chosen for its 

guideline for content and its emphasis on employee effectiveness. The source will be used for the analysis of 

the content and resources of the organisation’s internal communication. Again, the source is not industry spe-

cific which could be seen as a limitation.  

The source, however, provides a clue for further research design. It suggests that internal communication is 

part of a bigger picture, namely, the organisation’s strategic communication (Hansen & Jørgensen, 2010, p. 

161), and, furthermore, that there is a connection between corporate branding and an organisation’s actions: 
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“The commitment connection between what you say represent and what you do called the walk he talk 

model.” (Ibid, p. 240). Through this statement, it became clear that the frustration experienced in customer 

service situations stemmed from an imbalance between what the customers were expecting from the cus-

tomer service and what could be provided with the information available. The customer’s expectations stem 

from the brand story that Lagkagehuset has chosen. When these expectations are not met, it creates an unsat-

isfying service experience. That led to the search for sources that deals with brands and how they are af-

fected. Firstly, the source; “Cornelissen, J. (2017). Corporate communication: A guide to theory & practice.” 

The source provides a model with an overview the factors that can affect a brand perception. However, since 

the model is very broad, elements of another model from which considers more specific factors relevant for 

Lagkagehuset is added. Thus, more specific elements that can affect the brand identity can be considered and 

analysed in this case.  

The brand and its connection to customer experience became a central part and thus the perception of the 

Lagkagehuset’s brand became an issue of interest. From a previous course called strategic management, dif-

ferent strategic schools were presented. The perceptual was part of the course and the map that is used in this 

thesis, is a model used to compare different brands on parameters chosen by the analyst. As the data collec-

tion was changed from qualitative interviews to questionnaires in an effort to minimize contact during the 

Covid19 pandemic. The internal interviewees were shown the graph in appendix 4. However, since the ques-

tionnaire platform did not allow the upload of the file, the map was reinterpreted and shown as to separate 

scales with the same titles. This could leave a more unprecise picture when compared. Yet, under the circum-

stances, the choices were limited and can still provide a general tendency of the perceptions in relation to 

each other.  

While the connection between effective internal communication and employee perception appeared intuitive 

based on personal experience, the article; “Linking Organisational Resources and Work Engagement to Em-

ployee Performance and Customer Loyalty: The Mediation of Service Climate” proves the link between or-

ganisational resources and service climate and customer’s perception of and loyalty to the brand. Since the 

survey was conducted using cases from the restaurant and hotel business, the results appear appliable to this 

case. However, researchers mention limitation which include; the cross-sectional research design which 

somewhat limits the causal conclusions that can be drawn about the relationship between customers and em-

ployees. Additionally, they suggest a few factors that were not considered in the survey, which could have 

affected the results namely; The interaction effect of frequency and intensity of employees (Salanova, Agut, 

& Peiró, 2005, p. 1224). Furthermore, it is not indicated which nationalities the informants have, thus cul-

tural preferences could play a part in the results. Yet, the connection made appears relevant for the study and 

justifies an interest in improving the internal communication. The study was found later on in the process 
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and therefore, the analysis will not use the factors included in the study, but instead the fact that they prove 

the connection between internal resources and customer perception.  

5 Theory  

In the following section, the final theories that were chosen to study the research question will be presented.  

5.1 Business Model Canvas  
Business model canvas is a model developed as a means to analyse and diagnose the value creation potential 

of an organisation and can help make strategic decisions (Sorri, Seppänen, Still & Valkokari, 2019, p. 3-4). 

As shown in the model below, the canvas consists of 9 factors that affects the organisations potential.  

 

(Osterwalder, 2010, p. 44) 

The first factor is Customer Segments. The authors states that customers are one of the most vital foundations 

of an organisation. According to the framework, an organisation should clarify which customer segments 

they are interested in serving within their business plan. Segments can be based on specific needs, which 

channels they are reached through, which type of relationship they require, its profitability and how much the 

customer will pay (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 20). The second factor is the Value Propositions which 

is described as a distinct mix of elements catering to that segment’s needs and could focus on e.g. perfor-

mance, price, Brand/status etc. The authors, however, stresses that their list is not exhaustive (Ibid, p. 23-25). 

The third factor is the channels an organisation chooses to utilize to reach their chosen segment. The authors 

describe it as a company’s interface with customers and the ways it communicates and reaches customers in 

order to; raise awareness about the organisation’s products or services, evaluate the value proposition, sell 
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the products or services and offer customer service after the sale (Ibid, p. 26). The fourth factor covers the 

customer relationship, which determines what kind of relationship they want with the customers and how 

that matches the business model. The suggested relationships include: personal assistance, dedicated per-

sonal assistance, self-service, automated services, communities and co-creation (Ibid, p. 29). The fifth con-

siders the revenue streams and are described as the arteries of the organisation. The authors present the fol-

lowing methods of generating revenues; Asset sale, usage fee, subscription fees, lending/renting/leasing, and 

licensing (Ibid, p. 31). The sixth factor considers the key resources that create the value proposition and can 

be in the form of physical, intellectual, and human resources. The seventh factor is Key Activities and these 

are categorised as follows; Production, problem solving, and Platform/network (Ibid, p. 37). The eighth fac-

tor considers the partnerships that allow the organisation to create the best model of their value proposition. 

Partnerships can be motivated by optimization, reduction of risks and acquisition of certain resources (Ibid, 

p. 39). The ninth factor presents a number of cost structures which should match business model (Ibid, p. 

41).  

5.2 Brand Platform  

In today’s economy there is an abundance of products and organisations. Thus, their legitimacy to survive is 

affected by a number of stakeholders which can affect an organisation’s position in the marketplace. Each 

have their own agenda and an organisation’s stakeholders should be considered and kept satisfied when an 

organisation interacts with its environment (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 84). According to Birkigt and Stadler, a 

strong reputation can help manage stakeholder’s opinion of the organisations: “one way in which organisa-

tions have addressed these challenges is by strategically projecting a particular positive image of the organi-

sation, defined as corporate identity to build, maintain and protect strong reputations. Such strong reputations 

giver organisations ‘first choice’ status with investors, customers, employees and other stakeholders” (Ibid, 

p. 84).  

According to Birkigt and Stadler, an organisation can build their corporate identity through three attributes.  

These are the attributes that an organisation can manipulate and create tangible initiatives within in order to 

affect the corporate image (Ibid, p. 84). The attributes are presented in the model below: 
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(Cornelissen, 2007, p. 87).  

Symbolism refers to an organisation’s logo, font and other stationary that is distinct to the organisation. 

Communication covers all corporate information that can be planned ahead of time, thus including e.g. ad-

vertising, events, sponsorships etc. Lastly behaviour include the behaviour of employees ranging from shop 

assistants to management heads that can affect a stakeholder’s perception of the brand (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 

86). 

Lagkagehuset is an organisation where customers’ interaction with the brand is dominated by face to face 

interaction between the customer and the shop assistants in a service situation. Anytime a customer is look-

ing to buy a product from Lagkagehuset, they have to go to one of its stores and engage in a customer service 

situation with one of their employees (Personal Observations, l. 17). Thus, a customer image of Lagkagehu-

set’s corporate identity has a high probability of being influenced by the behaviour of the employees that a 

customer meets in the service situation. Since the service situation constitutes such a significant portion of 

the ways in which Lagkagehuset’s customers are influenced, the behaviour of its shop assistants should re-

ceive attention from the organisation. The model below, proposed by Chernatony and McDonald (2002), 

specifies different functions related to the service situation that affect the brand.  
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(Chernatony & McDonald, 2002, p. 9). 

The authors ascribe only 20% of the factors that influence a customer choice in preferred organisation, to 

come from the product itself. Consequently, as much as 80% of the choice is made from the organisation’s 

immaterial values and service. However, the authors conclude that 100% of the factors presented in the 

model influence the choice interconnectedly: “ On one hand, the product can rarely be sold solely by refer-

encing its function and price, on the other hand, the product can be marketed in as sustainable organisational 

frames as possible but if the drill breaks, ready-meal tastes of cardboard or the diaper leeks, disloyalty will 

arise (Sandstrøm, 2006, p. 39). The model presents a number of factors is presented within the service 

sphere. However, based on the scope of this thesis will predominantly focus on Advice which can be applied 

to the product guidance offered by shop assistants in Lagkagehuset stores.  

5.3 Perceptual Map  

The perceptual map is an analytical tool used by the advertising industry. The tool is used to understand par-

ticipants perception of brands based on different values or characteristics (Jones, 1998, p. 2). The axes on the 

map are assigned different values depending on what the analysts are looking to study. There are no limita-

tions to the values they can represent. Brands are then positioned on the maps to show how their positions 

compare and to reveal gaps in the market place (Ibid, p. 2). The model will be used in a slightly different ca-

pacity for this thesis in order to showcase the different perceptions of Lagkagehuset’s brand that exists in the 

relationship between the customers and the organisation. It will create a visual representation of their percep-

tion in order to show if they align or if there is a difference of perception.  
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5.4 Internal Communication  
From the models presented above, it is evident that the organisation’s behaviour carries a large portion of an 

organisation’s brand. The behaviour of employees is one of the most direct channels of interaction between 

an organisation and the customers. As a result, an organisation’s employees represent a very important stake-

holder which holds a great amount of power over the organisation and affects the perception of it on a day to 

day basis (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 64). The realization of their influence has sparked a reaction among the aca-

demic communication, thus making employee or internal communication an important area of research 

(Hansen & Jørgensen, 2010, p. 260). Their theory concerning the purpose and design of effective internal 

communication is presented below. 

According to Hansen & Jørgensen (2010): “The organisation is never better than its employee’s current per-

formance” (P. 260). Based on this, the authors suggest that in order to support employees and their job per-

formance, the internal communication should fulfil the following functions: 

1. The internal communication should provide resources that presents knowledge employees need 

in order to do their job in the most efficient manner.  

2. The internal communication should help the employees understand the organisation’s self-per-

ception.  

3. The internal communication should contribute to the creation of team spirit and motivate the em-

ployees. 

 (Ibid, p. 261).  

Firstly, sharing information and ensuring that employees have access to the information needed is presented 

as a simple task of sharing concrete information to the right people. However, based on a study conducted by 

two British researchers using thousands of organisations the authors states that the access can greatly affect 

the efficiency of the employees’ performance and hereby the success of an organisation. Therefore, it pre-

sents as a cornerstone for the internal communication. Secondly, by communicating the organisation’s vi-

sion, value and business foundation, the employees get a cohesive and meaningful picture of what the organ-

isation represents and what it tries to do. With a thorough understanding of it, the employees have a better 

prerequisite for acting within the spirit of the company in different situations. Third, creating a sense of team 

spirit and motivation through communication, the organisation should base their communication on a dia-

logue where a difference of opinion is allowed and celebration of successes and dealing with hardship will be 

handled in unity. This supports the third function and the second element of creating trust between the par-

ties. Finally, the authors note that in order to have this model work as intended, the communication needs to 

be authentic and transparent. All members of the organisation should follow the values communicated (Ibid, 

p. 261-262).  
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The functions above should provide effects, creating the optimum conditions for a successful organisation. 

The relevant effects for this thesis include:  

- Creates and maintains engagement among the employees.  

- Increases efficiency by making the expectation clear and providing the information necessary in or-

der to meet the expectations.  

- Provide the employees with the opportunity to become better ambassadors for the organisation.  

- Provide the employees with the opportunity to exercise better customers service. 

(Ibid, p. 262-263).  

The theory has a central role in this thesis. Based on the personal motivation, the focus on resources and their 

importance for employees as well as the effects concerning customer service is very relevant. It is however, 

also very general guidelines. The study might have benefitted from more specific suggestions as to what e.g. 

resources ought to include. However, the available theories did not seem to apply to the business model of 

Lagkagehuset. Thus, this theory was included even though it might limit the validity of the study.   

5.5 Intranet  

The intranet provides a means of distributing internal communication. Since Lagkagehuset is characterised 

by one central administration and multiple units across the country (Hvem er vi, n.d.), the intranet possesses 

features that fits the structure. These features include the fact that an intranet allows an organisation to reach 

employees quickly which is relevant for information that is characterised by urgency and do so across the 

communicative barriers that physical distance poses. Thus, the intranet can be a one-way entry for access to 

all information and work of reference for the organisation’s employees. And the resources are available 

whenever and wherever the employees need it. Finally, the intranet can create an opportunity for internal dia-

logue and hereby e.g. create a feeling of solidarity among the employees (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 64-65).  

The authors present a framework with five guidelines for how to create an efficient intranet (Ibid, p.72):  

1. The intranet should be user friendly and well-arranged so that employees are able to can navigate the 

app intuitively. Most importantly employees should be able to find the information they are search-

ing for quickly and easily. If it is a nuisance using the intranet it is very difficult to convince em-

ployee to use the resources provided centrally. Thus, the intranet should be arranged to accommo-

date for the employee’s needs.  

2. The content of the Intranet should have a high level of utility value. Consequently, the information 

each employee receive must be considered useful to them, otherwise the Intranet will take time from 

the employees for no reason, thus quickly becoming irrelevant. For instance, it is not necessary for 
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the finance department to receive information about marketing’s latest project. In an effort to be rele-

vant for each employee, the Intranet should be customizable to the needs of each employee.  

3. The intranet should be targeted with employees in mind. The intranet should be a tool which pro-

vides only the information that allows the employee to carry out their work in an efficient manner.  

4. The purpose of the intranet is to save time, which means that it should be quicker to use search for 

resources on the intranet instead of using the time and resources of other employees. Moreover, the 

intranet should add extra value which could include better information, greater knowledge about the 

organisation, better knowledge sharing and more effective work processes. It should be worth the 

investment for both the organisation and the employees that are trying to figure out the resource.  

5. Finally, the intranet should be available to all employees, which includes employees that does not 

regularly have access to a computer. Thus, the authors recommend setting up hybrid computers in 

areas of the organisation where the employees do not have access to the intranet. They also recom-

mend considering alternative solutions to help all employees.  

As a means to distribute knowledge, the intranet poses certain disadvantages that an organisation should be 

aware of. These include the fact that it is difficult to control how many of the employees who access the 

knowledge and information. Additionally, since an intranet is a selective channel, the channel is only ac-

cessed on the employee’s initiative. Thus, the employees must be motivated to communicate and acquire 

knowledge (Ibid, p. 65-66).  

5.6 Linking Organisational Resources and Work Engagement to Employee Performance and 

Customer Loyalty 

A market that is saturated with options within every product or service niche, has led organisations to invest 

more time and effort into the nature and quality of its service interactions and by extension, their contact em-

ployees (Agut, Salanova & Pieró , 2005, p.1217). The authors developed a research study looking to study 

how organisational resources and work engagement is capable of influencing the service climate of a store 

unit and how that again can influence the perception of employee performance and customer loyalty (Ibid, 

p.1217). They used informants from the hotel and restaurant industry. Thus, the results appear to be applica-

ble to the case concerning Lagkagehuset.   
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(Agut, Salanova & Pieró, 2005, p. 1219). 

Organisational resources are defined as: “the organisational aspects of a job that are functional in achieving 

work goals, could reduce job demands and their associated physiological and psychological costs, and, fi-

nally, could stimulate personal growth, learning, and development” (Agut, Salanova & Pieró, 2005, p. 1218). 

More specifically, resources could include e.g. training (Ibid, p.1218). According to Hobfoll (2001), human 

motivation is based on a desire to create, maintain and accumulate resources. Thus, resources are valued on 

its own or because they open an opportunity to accumulate other resources. These factors are included in the 

study as they are expected to have a motivational effect on employees and thus affect employee engagement 

(Ibid, p.1218).  

Additionally, work engagement is included as a factor in the study. The study ascribes to the definition as 

proposed by Schaufeli, Salanova, Gonza´lez-Roma´, & Bakker (2002). They see engagement as a motiva-

tional construct defined as: “a positive, fulfilling, work-related state of mind that is characterized by vigor, 

dedication, and absorption” (Ibid, p. 1218). These characteristics are defined quite precisely. Vigor; “high 

levels of energy and mental resilience while working, the willingness to invest effort in one’s work, and per-

sistence even in the face of difficulties”, dedication; “a sense of significance, enthusiasm, inspiration, pride, 

and challenge at work”, absorption; ”being fully concentrated, happy, and deeply engrossed in one’s work 

whereby time passes quickly” (Ibid, 2005, p. 1218). Engagement is included in the study as Schneider & 

Bowen (1993) suggests that an organisational climate which focused on employee well-being might aid in 

the development of a good service climate (Ibid, p.1218).  
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The study concluded that if organisations offer organisational resources to their contact employees, it will 

increase collective engagement in stores. An engagement that will spread among the staff due to the affective 

relations, namely morale. An increased engagement will consequently aid in developing a desired service 

climate. The study, furthermore, concluded that if the service climate is desirable, it affects how customers 

will perceive employee’s performance. Lastly, if the performance is appraised by customers, the study shows 

a direct effect in customer’s loyalty to an organisation that is indicative of increased profit (Ibid, p.1224). 

Thus, the study concludes that investing in and working to improve the service climate in service employee 

environments will have a positive effect on the organisation’s profit. The study does, however, remark that 

organisations should invest in this continuously and before the morale and engagement decreases among 

contact employees in the service environment (Ibid, p.1224).  

As mentioned above, since the study was found late in the process it is mostly used because it proves the ef-

fects between organisational resources and employee performance and hereby customer loyalty. However, 

since the study considers a wide variety of factors to make their conclusion (Ibid. 1227), this thesis cannot 

conclude that if Lagkagehuset changes the limited number of factors considered in this thesis, the effects will 

happen automatically. Instead they are part of a piece in the puzzle, but does indicate that the factors are im-

portant.   

6 Analysis 
In the following sections, the projected corporate image, and customers subsequent expectations concerning 

product guidance will be analysed and the resources and channels meant to support the employees’ ability to 

deliver on these expectations will be analysed. Firstly, the organisation and its value proposition will be ana-

lysed using the Business Model Canvas as presented by Osterwalder and Pigneur (2010). The analysis of 

Lagkagehuset’s business model will provide a framework of the organisation to base their further under-

standing of the analysis on. Afterwards, the organisation’s corporate and the factors affecting it will be ana-

lysed and the perspectives of the administration, the store employees and the customers will be taken into 

account. Lastly, the communication channels and resources relevant to product guidance will be analysed 

before and after the LUNI app launched.  

6.1 Business model Canvas 

The analysis of the organisation’s business model will present the factors which collectively make up the or-

ganisations position in the marketplace.  

The first aspect of the business model canvas is Customer Segmentation. Lagkagehuset has chosen to have 

one channel which serves its customers instead of providing different outlets for different segments (Oster-

walder, Pigneur & Clark, 2010, p.20), namely their stores (Find Lagkagehuset, n.d.). A factor that affects the 

customer segment is price point. Prices at Lagkagehuset includes e.g. 40DKK for a bread and 79 DKK for 
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baked cakes with 8 servings (Appendix 5). With these prices, Lagkagehuset effectively chooses to ignore 

customer groups with a household income that does not allow them to pay the price for an everyday item like 

ryebread and breakfast rolls (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 20). Thus, Lagkagehuset caters to a group that 

can afford the products that Lagkagehuset are interested in producing and serving. The observation is con-

firmed in a resource provided by Buus (Appendix 6).   

The offerings at Lagkagehuset, furthermore, appear to be based on the different daily needs of the customer 

group. The needs in question are tied to the different products that Lagkagehuset offers. Both of the original 

bakers focused on providing quality bake goods to take home or to the office (Hvem er vi, n.d.). However, 

over the years the offers increased. Today, the main categories of products include; bread, ryebread, break-

fast rolls, pastries, cakes, sandwiches, snacks, coffee and juices (Sulten, n.d.). These products represent the 

following needs of customers; private households looking to buy quality bake goods for use at home in their 

everyday lives. This is based on the following products; bread, ryebread, high quality breakfast items such as 

rolls and pastries. Other customers are looking for high quality baked goods on the go e.g. for their commute. 

This is based on the following products; sandwiches, sausage rolls, mini pizzas, breakfast rolls with butter 

and cheese. Following, is a need to buy high quality baked goods for special occasions e.g. when you bring 

cakes for a dinner party to larger family or company functions that calls for a festive layered cake perhaps 

with themed decorations. Finally, it also fulfils the needs of offices looking to provide either breakfast, lunch 

or cakes for its employees (Sulten, n.d.). Thus, based on the prices and product offerings that essentially re-

volve around quality meals throughout the day, Lagkagehuset serves a mass market with similar needs and 

wants. 

The second aspect covers the Value Proposition that Lagkagehuset offers. Lagkagehuset represents a mix of 

both quantitative and qualitative values in order to attract customers and become a unique player in the mar-

ket. Firstly, the organisation’s main focus is high-quality baked goods that are freshly baked every day and 

related products. This includes, breads, ryebreads, cakes, even sandwiches and high-quality coffees (Brød og 

rugbrød, n.d., Kager og festkager, n.d., kaffe og varme drikke, n.d). This proposition indicates that the organ-

isation uses the performance aspect. This value includes improving an already existing product or service 

(Osterwalder, Pigneur & Clark, 2010, p. 23). As an extension of the quality, Lagkagehuset also plays into the 

value of brand/status. There is a strong focus on design, premium interior and premium customer service 

which aids the full high-quality experience (Appendix 6). Besides the performance and status aspect, the or-

ganisation also ascribes to a value of accessibility. Since the organisation was bought by a private equity 

fund, the number of destinations boomed and currently has over 100 stores in Denmark (Hvem er vi, n.d.). 

Thus, Lagkagehuset is driving a strategy of accessibility which means that Lagkagehuset is available across 

the country with approximately the same products (Osterwalder, Pigneur and Clark, 2010, p. 25). Thus, the 

value proposition of Lagkagehuset appears to be a one-stop store for high quality, freshly baked bake goods 
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aimed at different situations and times throughout the day which are available across the country guarantee-

ing the same quality and service every time.  

The next point on the canvas concerns the Channels an organisation chooses to utilize to reach their chosen 

segment (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 26). Firstly, the channels that are used to raise awareness about 

the organisation’s products and services include; in-store interactions, social media, namely Instagram and 

Facebook (Lagkagehuset, n.d., Lagkagehuset_official, n.d.), the webpage (Lagkagehuset.dk, n.d.), store sign-

age e.g. counter signs, posters and wall writings (Appendix 8). Lagkagehuset has two active main social me-

dia channels. The most dominant messages on these include news about products, the bread of the week, 

positive messages and product promotions. The messages mainly contain description of the products and 

tells a positive narrative about “hygge” and self-indulgence. On the website, customers can find news, inspi-

ration, contact information, and limited product information (Lagkagehuset.dk, n.d.). Lagkagehuset limits its 

ad content and collaborations on channels they do not have independent authority over to protect their brand 

(Personal Observations, l. 77). Lastly, the interaction in stores is a dominant channel for raising awareness 

about products, since the face-to-face interaction is a rich and more personally customised communication 

(Huczynski & Buchanan, 2013, p. 227). Secondly, the following channels allows the customers to purchase 

the product and service. These channels include the stores, MENY locations and recently the app, Lagkage-

huset+ (Find Lagkagehuset, n.d.). On the 9th of April 2020 Lagkagehuset, began collaborating with Takeout, 

a delivery service, to deliver their products to addresses (Lagkagehuset_official, 29th apirl 2020). Since the 

channel only recently launched, the face-to-face interaction between the shop assistants and the customer is 

the only channel relevant for this thesis. Lastly, the channel where customers can find help for post service 

customer service (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 26). The customer can revisit the store and e.g. receive 

compensation or returns. The customer can always contact the organisation either on social media with feed-

back or to receive compensation (Facebook.dk/Lagkagehuset).  

The Customer Relationships that Lagkagehuset has with its customers are predominantly characterised by 

the category of personal assistance (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010, p. 29). When the data collection for this 

thesis was conducted, it was inevitable for customers to interact with every product is handled and packaged 

by the shop assistants (Personal observations, l. 17). Thus, the main relationship is between shop assistants 

and customers. Lagkagehuset does not utilize dedicated personal assistance where one person is assigned to a 

customer for a prolonged relationship, however, interviewee 5 mention that they work to establish a more 

personal and familiar environment where customers are remembered by first name and personal stories are 

exchanged (Interviewee 5, l. 81). Thus, a high level of face-to-face interaction and personality is desired.  

Moving on to the revenue streams, Lagkagehuset has a very straight forward stream of revenues since it only 

stems from asset sales where the ownership of products changes through payment (Osterwalder & Pigneur, 
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2010, p. 31). Though a small percentage does come from the service less option on the app, the vast majority 

of revenue is earned in stores (Personal Observations, l. 80).   

Since Lagkagehuset’s value proposition is a mix of both production and service, the organisation does re-

quire a lot of Resources. Firstly, the physical resources include large sized bakeries across the country with 

equipment, as well as stores with furniture. The value proposition also calls for human resources since the 

products are crafted by bakers and pastry chefs (Hvem er vi, n.d.) and 100% of the revenue is earned through 

shop assistants selling, guiding, and packaging the products (Personal Observations, l. 74). Finally, the value 

proposition also requires intellectual resources. For Lagkagehuset these include a Brand and Communica-

tions department as well as Marketing that develops the brand and ideas for future product development, rec-

ipe developers, employees who procures the ingredients etc. (Personal Observations, l. 88).  

Following the Key Resources mentioned above, the key activities include production of the majority of the 

assortment, customer service in the stores, as well as supportive activities in the administration. As men-

tioned above, a few activities are outsourced to optimize (Osterwalder, Pigneur & Clark, 2010, p. 39). The 

last two factors, Key Partnerships and Cost Structure, are not included as it is not particularly relevant for 

the topic of this thesis.  

Sub conclusion: 

The business model of the organisation is based on a performance aspect catering to the need of quality 

foods throughout the day and is aimed towards customers with a higher income. With the higher price tag 

resources focusing on adding value e.g. customer service is also important.  

6.2 Corporate identity – The ideal  
As mentioned in the previous section, the value proposition is mainly based on performance. Both in terms 

of the physical products that Lagkagehuset offers, the breads, ryebreads cakes etc. However, the other side of 

the value proposition is an emotional extension of the performance aspect that plays into the brand aspect i.e. 

customer service (Hvem er vi, n.d.). The quality and price tag are framed by a corporate identity. According 

to Cornelissen (2017), the corporate identity is developed and affected by three factors, namely symbolism, 

communication and behaviour (p.86). The projected corporate identity will be analysed below 

 Firstly, the symbolism that Lagkagehuset presents to its consumers (Cornelissen, p. 86). Lagkagehuset has a 

very minimalistic and high-end name sign. Their store sign lights up in a crisp white light with a black 

boarder in a signature modern font (Lagkagehuset_offical, December 22nd, 2018). The style resembles that of 

Bang and Olufsen which has a long history and reputation as a high-end, high quality brand with dependable 

and high-quality products (Christensen, 2012). The packaging has the same name sign in black on white 

packaging, yet with a signature of the founders’ first names; Ole and Steen (Lagkagehuset_offical, April 12th 

2019. The bag has the same communication printed on the side, however, the paper is a natural brown paper 
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colour which has a more rustic and artisanal look (Lagkagehuset_offical. April 8th 2020). The symbolism that 

Lagkagehuset appear to underline the story of exclusivity with roots in the craft of baking.  

Secondly, the corporate identity is affected by Communication, which is described as “all corporate commu-

nication that can be planned ahead of time” (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 86). As mentioned above, Lagkagehuset 

does not utilize ad space on channels they do not have full authority over. Thus, pre-planned communication 

only happens on the channels presented above; social media, website and physical communication in the 

stores e.g. posters and counter signs, as presented in section 6.1.   

Firstly, the website represents a static and more general source of information about the organisation. It has a 

set of menus and categories that provide information to external stakeholders. These include more practical 

information about addresses, opening hours, contact information (Find Lagkagehuset, n.d.), introduction of 

seasonal product lines (Lagkagehuset.dk, n.d.), information about the app and loyalty programme (Flere 

Lagkagehuset butikker får Click & Collect og levering til døren, n.d.) and an overview of product categories. 

It, however, also includes more value and identity-based information (Hvem er vi, n.d.). On the page “The 

trade” there is a very short overview of the different product categories that is in Lagkagehuset’s assortment. 

These are, however, not very factual or product focused. Instead they are used to tell story about the princi-

ples Lagkagehuset ascribe to: “Risetimes and starter doughs are not terms we take lightly, which is apparent 

in the taste of our special breads.” (Brød og rugbrød, n.d.) and “(…) and the white(breads), which is baked 

with focus on the process and the craft.” (Brød og rugbrød, n.d.). The website does not contain information 

about each specific product, and it is not possible to find an actual menu, but the information does generally 

set the tone for the types of products they carry and the principles they ascribe to. On the page called Who 

are we, a very short overview of the organisation’s history is presented and the values that they ascribe to 

(Hvem er vi, n.d.). Firstly, they describe the idea, that both original founders had about their business:” Go-

ing to the bakery is meant to be an experience, and the guest at Lagkagehuset should receive an uncompro-

mising tasting experience, they won’t forget in the near future. It should happen trough high quality, quality 

produce, excellent craftmanship and a sense of extraordinary service in relation to the customer.” (Hvem er 

vi, n.d). Thus, the organisation communicates the foundation for their value proposition to the customers. It 

represents a promise of high quality and extraordinary. However, the communication also addresses the fact 

that the organisation changed from being a small line of local bakeries to a being part of a private equity 

fund; “That year a crucial change happened. Lagkagehuset was sold to the capital fond Nordic Capital, 

which became a heart-warming and touching goodbye, and a very big thanks to the founders Ole and Steen. 

Yet, their spirit and uncompromising attitude towards quality, good produce and excellent service still sets 

the standards” (Hvem er vi, n.d.). Hereby, they promise that the personality of the organisation will not 

change even though it is now owned by an equity fund, that the values will remain the same. Besides apply-

ing the same values to every new site, the organisation also promises to be as involved in the new places as 
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the original and become a local resource in the community (Hvem er vi, n.d.). Lastly, the site also mentions 

that the organisation has begun their venture internationally.  

From the communication on the website, the organisation makes a number of promises about what their 

brand carries. The communication does indicate an organisation that does not want to compromise and that 

keep their products and customers as their number one asset. The organisation appears to marry an exclusiv-

ity and a grounded feeling.  

Secondly, the organisation also communicates via their social media. The social media is the only mode of 

customer acquisition and retention outside the store that is two-way. Following is a few examples of the 

main messages that the organisation shares online: “It’s baked with loads of cinnamon, vanilla creme, and 

finally decorated with icing on the top, which gives it that final sweetness.” (Lagkagehuset_official, Feb 26th, 

2020), “Every day in the confectionery department, our skilled pastry chefs’ plays with soft mousses, colour-

ful marzipan, and fluffy crèmes. Creativity and skill are there area of expertise, and they are always ready to 

help with the cake for your special occasion (Lagkagehuset_official, Feb 12th, 2020). ”You don’t have to 

share” (Lagkagehuset_official, Sep, 18th , 2019). The examples show that the organisation focuses on mes-

sages that are more factual and educational about their products, messages about the craftmanship and the 

occupational groups e.g. pastry chefs and bakers. Only rarely are prices and offers mentioned. The sales 

technique also appears to focus more on the quality of the product and craftmanship than the prices which is 

consistent with the findings about the performance aspect being the base of their competitive advantage. 

Moreover, the communication is also based on the idea of indulgence. They ascribe a positive value to indul-

gence and practicing “Live in balance” (Appendix 6). Thus, framing the products as a way to impose positive 

feelings throughout the day and for special occasions. This might be seen as part of the special experience 

that Lagkagehuset describes on the website, but overall, the products are framed as part of a positive environ-

ment.   

The physical communication that Lagkagehuset sends out is always situated in the stores or directly outside 

the stores. As mentioned above, these include countersigns, posters and wall writings (Appendix 8). The 

posters and countersigns are more sales directed. They include prices and offers. The majority of these are 

high quality photos of the products. They are taken on the same minimalist background with a simple staging 

of the products that keeps them in focus. Finally, the wall writings that are added in some stores, also revolve 

around themes of quality and craftmanship. The first wall writing describes the number of bakers and voca-

tional professionals that Lagkagehuset employs and the fact that they work every night that Lagkagehuset is 

open. This is also themed around the craftmanship Lagkagehuset ascribes to and possibly to create transpar-

ency about the organisation since most of the stores does not have a bakery on site. The other wall writing 

describes the principles that Lagkagehuset has for its coffee beans and final coffee product. Thus, again 

touching on the quality of products, of the education of their baristas and the social responsibility they are 
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taking. These, suggests a picture of a high-end organisation that does not cut corners and wants to offer its 

customers the best product.  

Buus was asked also to described what makes Lagkagehuset special compared to other bakeries. However, 

Since she refers to the website in her answer, the communication on it provides a valid foundation for what 

the organisation views as its core values and areas of focus. Additionally, the formal communication appears 

to follow the brand purpose presented in appendix 6. Thus, there is cohesion between the administration’s 

ideals and the formal communication.    

The last part of model describes, how the behaviour of the organisation’s employees affects the corporate 

identity since they are the area of interaction for the customers (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 86). Since behaviour is 

a broad category, the framework The Extended Product as presented by Chertony & McDonald is consid-

ered. For the research question. the factor guidance is relevant and will be the centre of attention for the anal-

ysis (Sandstrøm, 2006, p. 40).  

The analysis above does touch upon the expected behaviour in the stores:” A sense for extraordinary service 

in contact with our guests.”, ” We all still work towards excellent service every day.” (Hvem er vi, n.d.). Ad-

ditionally, the Facebook page also includes the description:” The highest level of customer service in the in-

dustry.” (Lagkagehuset, n.d.). These quotes do not explicitly mention which types of service they offer. The 

adjectives, excellent and extraordinary”, does, however, set the bar high. The description;” the highest level 

of service”, brings connotations that of no limits. “We are your local bakery – no matter where we are lo-

cated.” (Hvem er vi, n.d.). With the picture of a local bakery several connotations form. It seems reasonable 

that customers could expect smiles and friendly service, personal relationships with the shop assistants and 

the ability to be guided about the products etc.  

As a representative of the administration, Buus does confirm the fact that the organisation sees shop assis-

tants’ behaviour as influencing the customer’s overall perception of the brand:” Our employees are ambassa-

dors for Lagkagehuset and the face our customers meet.” (Buus l. 63).  Additionally, Buus elaborates on the 

specific areas of behaviour and knowledge that shop assistants are expected to provide: ” I expect that our 

employees are ambassadors and the smiling face our customers should meet, and I expect that they will 

guide our guests through our assortment and “sell” our product through the ingrediencies and craftsmanship, 

and that they are able to answer questions in relation to allergens and questions relating our app and com-

municate well with our pastry chefs in relation to special-orders, like our cakes.” (Buus, l. 101),” Our guests 

expect that our colleagues in the stores know what Lagkagehuset stands for and we also expect that the staff 

knows allergens, recipes, baking techniques, baking supplies, ingredients, history and app “challenges”, etc.” 

(Buus, l. 61). For this thesis, the following expectations appear relevant; “guide our guests through our as-

sortment and “sell” our product through the ingrediencies and craftsmanship. That they are able to answer 

questions in relation to allergens, recipes, baking techniques, ingredients and history.” (Buus, 1 102). Lastly, 
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Buus were asked to rate Lagkagehuset on the perceptual map presented in appendix 4. She rated the 

Lagkagehuset as a 7,5 on the axis concerning quality of customer service and 8 on value for money. This will 

be used later on in the thesis.  

Customers’ Expectations Based on Corporate Identity  

Following the ideals and values presented above, it is interesting to understand how that translates into cus-

tomers’ expectations to Lagkagehuset’s behaviour and therefore customer service and specifically product 

guidance. In order to study their perception, a questionnaire was developed and sent to customers. In the fol-

lowing section, the results and meanings concerning these will be analysed.   

The questionnaire included 2 questions meant to reveal the customer expectations based on the corporate 

identity they meet, namely Q7 and Q8 (Appendix 9, table 1+2). In hindsight these provide limited under-

standing of the customers’ perception of the corporate identity. Q13 does ask where the customer meets mes-

sages from Lagkagehuset. However, the attempt to reveal the connection between the corporate identity and 

their expectations is limited by the survey format enforced by the Covid-19 pandemic. Yet, the limited 

amount of information reveal that their perceptions are dominated by the following themes: Quality, Cus-

tomer service, broad assortment, the same experience in every store (Appendix 9, table 1+2). Additionally, 

the participants met the messages from the organisation most often on print materials, Instagram and Face-

book, in that order (Appendix 9, table 3).  

Q10 asks “How important do you think it is, that shop assistants are knowledgeable about products and can 

offer thorough guidance about them?”. The purpose of the question is to test whether product guidance is 

considered a determining factor for the participants experience and perception of Lagkagehuset. Addition-

ally, the personal motivation which motivation this thesis, could be challenged by customers. Out of the 45 

people who answered the question, 22 and thus 48,9%, answered that they think it is very important that shop 

assistants can provide thorough knowledge. 7 people thinks it is important, 7 say they appreciate it and fi-

nally 8 thinks it is not essential (Appendix 9, table 4). While the gap is large enough to conclude that a domi-

nant part of the participants thinks it is a decisive factor, the second highest number voted that it is not essen-

tial. Thus, it is interesting which factors affect the division. Of the 32 female participants, 20 answered that 

they think it is very important. The male votes are distributed more evenly with 5 people saying it is not es-

sential, 4 people saying it is important and 2 people saying it is very important (Appendix 9, table 4). Com-

pared 41,7% of male thinks it is not essential whereas 9,7% of female participants thinks it is not essential. 

Thus, there appear to be a distribution based on gender that affects which factors are important to customers. 

It appears that the male participants are less interested in product guidance than women are. Lagkagehuset, 

however, has more by female customers (Appendix 6). Therefore, it appears reasonable to conclude that a 

large portion of its customers thinks that product guidance is a determining factor for their customer service 

experience. Compared, the results across the different age groups or household income do not provide as 
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clear results. Since, the results are split between answers on different ends of the spectrum, age does not ap-

pear to be a conclusive factor in this study. The inconclusive answers could be due to the number of partici-

pants that is spread across the different age groups and therefore each vote carries too much weight. The 

same picture forms when looking at the household income (Master Thesis, Survey Data).  

Following the question concerning the importance of product guidance, it is interesting to find out what kind 

of information the participants expect be able to receive. Since customers are the receiver, of the service, it 

should attempt to foresee their needs and preferences. It is, therefore, relevant to learn what type of infor-

mation they find helpful. This is, however, an area of the study that is limited by the form of the question-

naire. By conducting an in depth semi-structured interview with the customers, a more rich and varied an-

swer would have been obtainable. Again, because of the Covid-19 pandemic, it was not possible to conduct 

interviews in the stores, as it presented a risk of infection for both participants. In the survey, a few sugges-

tions are presented, and the participants were asked to choose as many as they found relevant. The sugges-

tions are based on the author’s personal encounters in the store and thus creates a relevant but limited list. Of 

the 47 who answered the question, the suggestion for product ingredients received 31 votes. This was fol-

lowed by 3 suggestions that all received 23 votes. These include; what alternative is similar, which product 

would be good for at specific purpose and how do I store the products. These call for a full perspective and 

knowledge about function and method across the assortment. Close after is “how does the product taste” with 

22 votes and then another cluster of similar votes. “What are the crust like” received 16 votes, close after 

with 15 votes “what are the texture like”. Finally, with 11 votes “what are the nutritional value” comes in last 

(Appendix 9, table 5). This result is contradicted by observation made from social media contact, as this is a 

frequently asked question. (Personal Observations, l. 23). 

As mentioned above the richness of an interview had been preferred for this question since their personal life 

and everyday affects their needs and expectations. These could have been revealed during conversation. Ad-

ditionally, the number of suggestions were limited to allow for a manageable question and to secure a high 

percentage of completion. In order to allow for participant suggestions, the option “other” was added to the 

list. If participants answered “other”, they were asked to elaborate. 3 people voted “other” but only two of 

them entered an answer (Appendix 9, table 6). One participant answered that they wanted information about 

which products they sell most of. Though the popularity of products could act as a method to determine 

which product has the widest audience and thus aid the customers decision-making process, the shop assis-

tants would probably have a solid idea of the popular products in their store. The other participant requested 

information about organic product and allergens. Information about allergens is required by law so the fact 

that it is something the participant want to know more about could indicate that the current solution is not 

working optimally. Information about organic information is a wide question and also surprising since only a 

few breads are organic and named accordingly (Personal Observations, l. 75). In conclusion, the question did 
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not work as intended to reveal personal needs and interests. In the future, these insights could be interesting 

when developing material for internal learning.  

Sub conclusion: 

The corporate identity is based on symbolism that is minimal leaning towards a higher-end feeling, formal 

communication that makes promises about the quality of products and the experience customers will meet in 

the stores as well as the principles of quality the organisations ascribes to. Buus states that employees’ be-

haviour is considered central to the projection of their corporate identity and mention that they expect shop 

assistants can provide guidance about allergens, recipes, baking techniques and the history of produce used. 

Additionally, though the data is very limited, the survey indicated that customers had developed the follow-

ing perceptions about the corporate identity; high quality, good customer service, broad assortment and same 

experience in every store. Additionally, products guidance is seen as an important part of the customer ser-

vice and customers expect a variety of different information.  

6.3 Corporate identity – what’s experienced  

6.3.1 Customers  

Above, results are analysed which reveal information about the customer’s expectations. Following, are two 

question intended to understand their current experience when they visit the store. The first question asks 

“Can you receive thorough guidance about Lagkagehuset’s products? E.g. ingredients, taste, texture, storage 

or purpose?” There are a few variables in the question that makes it difficult to decipher what their experi-

ence is. Since the options are not presented as specific numbers, the options are affected by the participants 

interpretation of them. Thus, the results are affected by the subjectivity of what the participants see as often, 

sometimes, and rarely. Additionally, they might have a different tolerance for when you move from often to 

sometimes. Though, this presents an amount of uncertainty within the study’s results, it did not seem realistic 

to ask for a specific number e.g. every 3 times, every 6 times etc. It seems unrealistic that they could recol-

lect specific numbers. The question was asked as way to determine their perception of how well they could 

be informed about the products. Since the organisation wants to provide customers with thorough guidance 

and since it would be reasonable to assume that different employees have different baselines for providing 

that information i.e. age, personal interest, years of experience etc., the perception of how often they could 

receive that information, appear to be a reasonable measure. Of the 43 people who answered this question, 

two options came in very close. They were distributed as follows; 17 people answered that they could re-

ceive thorough guidance about the products sometimes, closely followed by 15 people who answered that 

they could receive thorough guidance about the products often (Appendix 9, table 7). As mentioned above 

the question does provide some uncertainty. However, the fact that the third highest answers is rarely with 8 

answers and always only receives 2 votes, does pull the study in a negative somewhat direction. If an aver-

age could be calculated, it would only land slightly above sometimes. This result does not align with the 
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texts analysed above and Buus’ statement in section 6.2. Thus, these results cannot be a satisfactory result for 

an organisation that says they want excellent service and to follow the standards of a local artisanal baker.  

Looking at the demographic of the answers, 10 of the female participants answered often, 10 answered some-

times and 8 answered rarely. Thus, of the total 8 that answered rarely, all were female. In comparison 7 of 

the male participants answered sometimes and 4 answered often (Appendix 9, table 7). Thus, both genders 

land somewhere in the middle of the scale but it does not provide any specific conclusion. Across the age 

group, some differences were presented (Appendix 9, table 1). Among the age group 15-25, the answers are 

distributed as follows, 53,8% answered often, 23,1% answered sometimes, 7,7% answered rarely. Among the 

age group 26-35, 63,6% answered sometimes while 27,3% answered often and among the 36-45-year olds, 

50% answered sometimes, 33,3% answered often and 16,7% rarely. Finally, of the 46-55-year olds 36,4% 

answered sometimes, 36,4% answered rarely and 18,2% answered often (Appendix 9, table 8).  

Thus, the results show that dissatisfaction with the product guidance offered (table 4) rises along with age. 

Even though the younger age group thinks it is very important that shop assistants can answer the questions, 

the results might indicate that they perhaps expect less from the service. Yet, Lagkagehuset is interested in a 

higher income customer (Appendix 6). Considering these factors, they could indicate that the organisation’s 

main customer segment has higher expectations and lower satisfaction.  

The question;” Are you able to detain information about allergens?” is answered as a separate question and 

does not count directly towards the category of product guidance. It represents a special category since it is 

mandatory by law for organisations in the food industry to provide information about allergens for their cus-

tomers (Oplysninger om allergener, 10. Dec 2019). Even though it was included in the questionnaire, the the-

sis will not consider it any further due to the difference between what is offered as customer service and what 

is required by law.  

Lastly, all informants were asked to place Lagkagehuset on a perceptual map. Usually, it is used to show dif-

ferent brands’ positions relative to each other and based on certain characteristics or values (Jones, p. 136). 

However, if it can show the difference between brands, it should also be able to showcase different stake-

holder group’s perception of the same brand. It can show whether or not the different stakeholder groups are 

in agreement about how the brand is positioned. The characteristics used in this survey were value for money 

and quality of customer service, as these seemed to be most central in the analysis of the corporate identity 

(Section 6.2). As mentioned, the customers could not see the actual map like the other interviewees, as a re-

sult of the survey platform. This does provide some limitations when comparing the perspectives. This will 

be covered below. However, by using a slider with the number 1-10, the axes were recreated in a different 

form and the customers were told that the value 10 was the highest and by extension 1 was the lowest value. 

On the slider “value for money” customers’ average was 6,4 (Appendix 10). On the other slider which indi-

cates the quality of customer service with focus on availability of product guidance, the customers average 
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was 6,2 (Appendix 10). However the largest number of participants answered 5. Based on the previous anal-

ysis of the corporate, the ratings provided by the customers is not terrible, yet since they represent such a 

strong pillars for the organisation, the rating does not appear to match the position that the organisation de-

sires to have.  

6.3.2 Employees 
The point where the perspectives of the administration and customers cross paths is with the shop assistants. 

According to the model, the behaviour of the contact employees is accountable for a third of the customers 

brand experience (Cornelissen, 2017, p. 86). In the following section, the shop assistant’s perspective on cus-

tomer service will be analysed. As mentioned in section 3.2, the validity of the study is challenged by the 

learning process and therefore the development of the study. Therefore, questions concerning employees’ 

experience with products guidance did not result in nuanced answers about their experience with it. The re-

sult analysed below were taken from different answers and does indicate some patterns but the understanding 

of their experience concerning products guidance is limited and does challenge the validity of the study.  

Firstly, based on the expectations of the organisation, which is heavily focused on excellent customer service 

(Section 6.2), it is interesting to analyse if the shop assistants have adopted their perspective. In order to ana-

lyse their perspective, the interviewees were asked a few questions e.g. to describe what factors make 

Lagkagehuset stand out compared to other bakeries, if they find customer service important and if they repre-

sented the brand as employees (Appendix 1). When the interviewees were asked about what makes Lagkage-

huset stand out compared to other bakeries, the answers were split into two categories. The first category co-

vers the fact that Lagkagehuset has expanded its variety of products and hereby offers a more café inspired 

experience from (Appendix 3, what is special: Assortment). In the other category, the interviewees mention 

customer service as the most important factors. The answers are, however, divided based on the interviewees 

position. Interviewees in a managing position answered customer service whereas regular shop assistants 

pointed to the product assortment. Thus, it appears as if the managers are more aware of customer service 

being a central pillar in the organisation’s business model. However, all interviewees agreed that customer 

service is an important factor for the organisation (Appendix 3, Importance of customer service). Addition-

ally, all interviewees were aware of their role as representatives of the brand (Appendix 3, Representing). 

Thus, employees in the stores are aware of the importance of their behaviour and the customer service they 

offer.  

Some statements, however, suggested that product guidance was not as highly prioritised by all employees.” 

Good service, you always have to be smiling, open, and able to speak with the costumers. It wasn’t so much 

about what was in the products, actually. That comes after.” (interviewee 1, l. 60). ”I: Do you remember 

which information they focused on giving you? 2: It was properly smiling, and it was important to remember 

quantity discount. How the store was supposed to look, the aesthetics of the store. I: Did you get information 
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about what was in the products, what they were used for etc. 2: No, I got a product binder which I don’t even 

remember if I got take home and which was probably not ever opened (…).” (Interviewee 2, l. 50-56). This 

point was further indicated when the interviewees were asked to rate the customer service on the perceptual 

map. After the first two interviews, the rating for customer service was quite high. Therefore, the rest of the 

interviewees were challenged to repeat their rating focusing on their ability to provide product guidance. 

Each time, the rating was lowered (Appendix 3, Product guidance). From this insight, it appears that even 

though the participants find general customer service important, product guidance is not seen as a determin-

ing factor for customer service and therefore employees rate their customer service higher than their ability 

to provide product guidance.  

6.3.3 Perceptual Map  
Below, the perceptual map is shown with the average placement for the three perspectives. Since the map 

was modified in the customer survey, the scale from the survey has been stretched to fit the values on the 

perceptual map shown to Buus and the employees. Thus, 0 on the survey scale matches -10 on the perceptual 

map, 5 matches 0 on the perceptual map and 10 matches 10 on the perceptual map. The modification does 

affect the validity of the results, as the fact that one scale has negative values and the other does not could 

impact the employees to answer higher than customers. However, since low and high quality of service was 

indicated on both scales, the results do hold some value and can show a tendency. The map shows the aver-

age rating from the three perspectives, namely Buus, customers and employees. It shows that customers per-

ception of the customer service is the lowest, followed by employees’ perception of product guidance, em-

ployees’ perception of customer service in general and finally the administration’s perception. Thus the inter-

nal perspectives appear to be somewhat deceived about the customers perspection.  
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Customers:  Employees:  Buus: 

X-axis: 3,1  X-axis: 6,2  X-axis: 7,5 

Y-axis:  3,6  Y-axis: 6,4  Y-axis: 8 

(Appendix 10) 

 

Sub conclusion:  

With limited format, the study does indicted that customers are aware of the two pillars the organisation’s 

business model and value proposition. As an extension, product guidance is seen as a determining in 

Lagkagehuset’s customer service and in fact the study indicates that customers expect a wide array product 

information. Similarly, store employees do consider customer service to be an important part of the organisa-

tion and their job. However, the product guidance appear to have a smaller focus from some of the regular 

shop assistants.  

6.4 Internal Communication Before the App  

The corporate identity of the organisation was analysed from three different perspectives above. The analysis 

showed an inconsistency between the organisation’s and the employees’ view of the brands behaviour and 

the customers. Therefore, this section will provide an analyse of the resources that employees have at their 

disposal as a foundation for their ability to provide product guidance and by extension good customer ser-

vice.  

Firstly, a short overview will be presented of the channels that Lagkagehuset used to provide information and 

internal communication through. These channels were utilized until the new app was introduced in late Feb-

ruary (Personal Observations, l. 14). As the app was introduced only recently, the customers’ experiences 

will predominantly be based on experiences when the app was not introduced yet. Additionally, since the app 

was very new when the interviews were conducted, it seems unlikely that the employees could have formed 

a thorough opinions and therefore the data would not have been valid. Thus, the previous channels and re-

sources is included in the analysis below. 

Before the LUNI app, the following channels were available for the shop assistants to receive internal com-

munication through. The organisation had a learning platform via a website that was also called LUNI. Many 

stores also had a private Facebook group with their employees and a company-wide Facebook group called 

Love and Karma. Additionally, employees received internal communication directly from their Store Man-

ager or Team Manager (Appendix 3, Managers’ roles). Finally, the store managers would receive internal 

communication from the administration via email (Personal observations, l.  42). The organisation also 
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provides a product manual called The Book of Love. Lagkagenet and the S:drive will not be further analysed 

since they do not provide information help for this study.   

Since these are internal documents and platforms, they cannot be referenced. Instead, Buus can be contacted 

to confirm details mentioned in the analysis  

6.4.1 Communication channels  

Kistrup and Toft (2006) present five general guidelines that an intranet should abide by in order to become a 

useful and appreciated tool for the users. Since Lagkagehuset did not have a one-entry intranet before the 

app, the channels with characteristics of an intranet that will be analysed below, namely the Facebook groups 

and LUNI website.  

The first guideline states that the intranet should be user friendly and well-arranged (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 

64). The front page of the LUNI website shows five squares showing different functions of the website. The 

square called Learning Modules shows two online classes. The user can click the square and go to the spe-

cific class or to the learning page. The second square shows a news feed with company-wide news, the third 

shows coaching sessions, the fourth shows point placement and the fifth shows earned points for completing 

learning. The learning page features a wall of lessons in seemingly no specific order. By the side, a row of 

symbols is shown which lets the employee search using filters e.g. categories of learning. The page also has a 

learning dashboard which shows the assigned classes, a history of when lessons were completed, and which 

type of information is covered in the completed lessons. The four other squares on the frontpage do not pro-

vide a short-cut. At the top, the employee can access a page about coaching and a page showing the user’s 

rewards for completed lessons. Finally, a discover page shows information about colleague’s performance. 

On the learning page, the lessons appear to be presented in a random manner and the filters are kept to the 

side as symbols which might not be intuitive to everyone. In order to be shown a simple list of classes, the 

user has to change page under learning and the user must actively chose voluntary to be shown classes that 

are not assigned. Thus, the ease of accessing resources are complicated somewhat by different functions 

shown on different pages and filters shown as unintuitive symbols. Additionally, each lesson contains more 

than one learning element. The user must follow the sequence of the elements and cannot skip learning or 

move to other learning elements without completing all in succession. This function secures that user com-

plete all learning, however it prohibits the user from using the platform as a work of reference (Kistrup & 

Toft, 2006, p. 64).  

The analysis is, however, not more since none of the regular shop assistants interviewed used the LUNI web-

site regularly (Appendix 3, LUNI Website). A few of them had never opened their account and did not how 

to enter the platform:” We were at one time asked to log in and watch a video, but none of us had a code, so I 

had no idea how to get in. There where one time I saw one, but it wasn’t possible to get directly in.” (inter-

viewee 1, l. 95). He, furthermore, states that none of the immediate colleagues he interacts with, knew how 
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to get into the website as well. That coupled with the fact that 100% of the interviewees did not use it, points 

to the fact that there is usability issue. A few of the interviewees state that they were rarely asked to access 

the site (Appendix 3, LUNI Website). Additionally, appendix 7 shows the only official introduction to the 

platform. Thus, the low perception of usability might stem from a lack of introduction and general focus on 

the platform.   

It is a widely used practice in Lagkagehuset that stores use a private group with employees from only that 

store. Each member can write a post on the group’s wall for everyone to see and other members can react to 

it and comment on the post. Since 75% of Danes are members of Facebook in 2019 (Newmann et al., 2018, 

p. 80), employees will be familiar with it. Therefore, the usability of the Facebook page is strong. Addition-

ally, once anything is posted in the group, all members receive a notification. Since a large part of employees 

are part time and since employees are not all at the store at the same time, it appears essential to have a 

means of communication that can reach everyone at the same time. Additionally, the employees will not 

have to check the page in vain. Thus, the use of Facebook does fulfil the usability criteria and lets the manag-

ers communicate across physical barriers and within a very short timeframe (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 64.65).  

Guideline number 2 states that the information on the intranet should have a high utility level and all infor-

mation should be relevant for the user (Ibid, p. 72). The utility of the information will be analysed in the sec-

tion below. However, the fact that the author’s account shows a class called Product Manual (East), shows 

that the material can be customized and that no irrelevant learning would be shown. This is an advantage, as 

the user does not have to sort through amounts of irrelevant learning material. In the private Facebook 

groups, the employees also only receive information that is relevant to the store they work at. Thus, the plat-

forms follow the recommendation from the authors. 

The third guideline states that the intranet should be a tool which provides only the information that allows 

the employees to carry out their work in an expedient and efficient manner (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). On 

the LUNI website, only two functions, namely Learning and News, out of five, present information that per-

tains to their work in the stores. The rest presents information about the employee’s performance on the plat-

form likely to motivate the employee and to provide statistics about the employees learning for managers 

(Personal Observations, l. 65). However, the prioritization does not follow the recommendation from the au-

thors. It might have played a role when the employees decided whether to use the platform. 

Fourth, the authors recommend that the intranet platform should save time compared to searching for infor-

mation elsewhere. Thus, the platform should include better information, greater knowledge about the organi-

sation, better knowledge sharing and more effective work processes (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). The LUNI 

website was the first learning platform Lagkagehuset offered. Thus, the information was not available else-

where before the platform and thus should have the potential to save the employees time. However, as men-

tioned above, the interviewees never received a thorough introduction to the platform. As a consequence, it 
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seems that the employees gave up on becoming familiar with the platform and therefore the opportunity to 

do so was lost. The Facebook page, however, does save time for both the store managers and the shop assis-

tants. The interviews revealed that the managers played a central role in distributing knowledge and infor-

mation (Appendix 3, Manager’s role). Thus, since all employees are rarely at work at the same time, the 

Manager can distribute information quickly instead of having to repeat him/herself. And the employees do 

not have to approach his/her manager in order to possibly receive new information when they attend a shift. 

Thus, the Facebook group does make it easier for both managers and employees to access information, how-

ever, the LUNI website does not.  

Now, the final guideline that the framework presents pertains to the accessibility of the intranet. It points to 

the fact that employees have different opportunities for accessing an intranet depending on their position. 

The authors suggest that an organisation should make sure that all employees have access to the intranet 

(Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). With the introduction of this platform, the resources became available to shop 

assistants in theory. However, the authors mention that the information should be available when the em-

ployee needs it. Since it is a website that does not convert to a phone browser very well and the stores only 

have one computer, the intranet is conclusively not available in the stores if the employees need it. Thus, it 

must be expected that the information is fully learned before entering the store and cannot be used as a work 

of reference, as suggested by the authors (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 64). Also, as mentioned above, since the 

interviewees never received any further introduction to the platform, which meant that the platform and the 

resources was never available to the employees. The Facebook group, however, is dependent on the manag-

ers of. Drawing on personal experience, the group I was attached was initially only used for trading shifts. I 

recommended that more product related information and campaigns were shared in the group, as I felt that I 

never received information before my shift began (Personal Observations, l. 28). This is a personal experi-

ence and not necessarily reflective of the entire organisation. However, the answers from the interviewees 

did suggest that managers provide different experiences in terms of learning and providing knowledge (Ap-

pendix 3, Differences in training), thus confirming that managers does not provide the same experience to 

the shop assistants.  

6.4.2 Resources 

Above, the functions of channels used for internal communication has been analysed. Below the content of 

the channels will be analysed. They suggest that internal communication is supposed to fulfil the following 

purposes; Impart the necessary knowledge for employees to do their job efficiently, contribute to the self-

perception, and create a sense of team spirit and motivate the employees.” (Hansen & Jørgensen, 2010, p. 

261). These are factors, the content should cover in order to let thee employees work efficiently and towards 

the goals of the organisation.  
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The survey showed that customers had an interest in the following information about products; the makeup 

of the products, alternatives, purposes, storage and taste. Approximately a third of the participants also re-

quested information about texture. Additionally, Buus listed the following information about products which 

she expected shop assistant to know about allergens, recipes, baking techniques and the history of produce 

used (Buus, l. 69). Thus, collectively these must determine if the resources impart the necessary knowledge. 

The perspectives of the employees would also have been valuable, but unfortunately, the data collection on 

their needs were limited and will therefore not be included.  

The LUNI website presents learning on a number of different topics e.g. including lessons on the register, 

classes on hygiene, barista skills etc. Only a few categories is about products. One class called products 

(east) is the only training about the standard assortment. A class under here is product manual and include 10 

elements e.g. ryebread, special bread, cakes ect. Each product is shown with a picture and short description; 

“A dark bread baked with spelt flour. It also contains shredded rye and rye flour.  The bread is coverd in 

chiaseeds, flax seeds, sunflower seeds and oats. The description contains one adjective dark and then pro-

ceeds to name the ingredient. Some descriptions does elaborate slightly:” A dark bread baked with 

”ølandshvede” which is a Nordic type op of flour with a lot of protein. “Ølandshvede” has a delicious and 

characteristic taste. It has no seeds but it contains sifted ryeflour.”. This one does provide a few words that 

can be used in the service situation, however, this description fails to mention the ingredients. Additionally, 

the adjectives characteristic and delicious are very non-specific words that does not carry any factual infor-

mation and might not be interpreted correctly by someone without professional training. The descriptions 

vary from product to product and are not always factual and  therefore more difficult to use. In categories 

concerning cakes the descriptions do not list the ingredients, but the makeup of the cake: “Boss swirl: Danish 

pastry swirl with chocolate and remonce. Baked on a flan base”. Thus, the users do not have to interpret the 

ingredients. Additionally, with a few of the products only the variations are stated and some of the products 

are missing e.g. puff with white chocolate and muffins. Thus, the resources available concerning the standard 

assortment to varying degree covers: the makeup of the products, recipes and little about the history of pro-

duce used. Thus, the resources do not provide all the necessary information.  

The lesson, furthermore, includes learnings about allergens in special orders, a more inspirational and narra-

tive video from a baker’s experience in Lagkagehuset as well as learnings about seasonal. Besides the sea-

sonal classes within this lesson, a few classes about seasonal products are presented as separate lessons e.g. 

Halloween 2019, Gooseberry Tarte. Seasonal product descriptions follow a slightly more elaborate structure: 

“Ingredients: the gooseberry tarte and cake is based on a sponge of e.g. ryebread and nuts with a gooseberry 

compote and gooseberry fromage, topped with flambeed Italian meringue and freeze dried gooseberries. You 

should look forward to it. Storage, shelf life and allergens: Shelf life: 1 day, storage: refrigerated, allergens: 

egg, gluten, hazelnuts, sy, milk(lactose and milk protein  and sesame (can contain traces of Lupin and 
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mustard). Gelatine (pig and)”. It is a more consistent presentation of the products and with descriptions be-

yond an ingredient list. Thus, the shop assistant does not need to interpret an ingredient list and it also pro-

vides a few technical terms e.g. compote and Italian flambéed meringue. Besides this, there is also infor-

mation that is more relevant for the daily running of the store. The classes concerning seasonal products do, 

however, also not cover the full extent of products that have been introduced in the stores. Since there are 

classes from back in 2018, it does not appear as if classes have been taken down. Thus, it appears that several 

product introductions have not been presented (Personal Observations, l. 48). The resources cover the fol-

lowing categories: the makeup of the products, storage, allergens, recipes, baking techniques. Thus, the sea-

sonal products cover more of the necessary knowledge, but not all. The product document Manager would 

receive via email. These are what managers share on the Facebook pages (Appendix 3, Manager’s role). The 

information is very similar to that of seasonal products on the LUNI website and therefore covers the same 

information.  

Another resource, that was not on the original list of resources to be analysed, is “the book of love”. It was 

never introduced to the author (Personal Observations, l. 15) until interviewee 5 mentioned it (Interviewee 5, 

l. 89). The file includes descriptions each product category e.g. ryebread, rolls, cakes etc. Upon examination 

the descriptions match those provided in the product manual on the LUNI website. Thus, the covered infor-

mation is presented above. The Book of Love does, however, not present a picture of each of the products 

which could help identify the products that the descriptions for new employees. The pictures also provide a 

cross section of a lot of the products, which can be helpful for comparisons or to understand different parts of 

a product e.g. a layered cake. Only one other interviewee mentioned it (Interviewee 3, l. 67). This could indi-

cate that the resource is not in regular rotation in the stores, again taking into account that there are many in-

dividual stores.  

Most of the resources that have been available to shop assistants and analysed above, have been online or 

seemed to not be available in stores. However, 3 of the interviewees did mention a new resource even though 

it was not brought up to them (Appendix 3, Price signs). Originally, most price signs only had a product 

name and the price and perhaps an offer. The breads and ryebreads did, however, contain a list of ingredi-

ents:” rye seeds, sunflower seeds, flaxseeds, oat flakes, wheat flour, sour dough, malt, yeast, salt” (Appendix 

5). However, recently they were updated with either a list of ingredients or a description of the products: 

“wheat flour, sifted rye flour, malt, sunflower seeds, rye seeds, flaxseeds & chia seeds. Cold raised, baked 

with sourdough and yeast” (Appendix 5). From the two it is evident that the updated version ascribes to a 

system where flours are mentioned first, then seeds and finally products used to raise the bread. Besides the 

update, some products had a description added: Danish pastry swirl with chocolate remonce. Baked on a flan 

base (Appendix 5). The resource covers either ingredients or makeup of the product and a little information 

about baking techniques. Since several of the interviewees on their own account mentioned that the new 
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descriptions were helpful, it could indicate that the shop assistants are interested in more resources concern-

ing the products that are easily available in the service situation.  

The final method, for shop assistant to access resources, is simply by asking managers or other employees 

that have more experience than themselves (Appendix 3, Manager’s role). Several of the shop assistants refer 

to their manager when they do not have the answer to a customer question: “I: Did you know after you train-

ing where to search for information? 1: Yes, I would ask my store manager, or team leader.” (Interviewee 1, 

l. 68). In general, product knowledge both in relation to training and day to day questions appear to centre 

around the managers: ”4: Yes, but that was hard to remember, so it is information like that I have learned af-

ter my training, which I then have leaned after, but yes, I got the information about what was in it. I: Yes, 

how did you get those? 4: Explained, orally” (Interviewee 4. l. 74), “I: Who is supplying you with infor-

mation about the stores products? 2: The store manager and the team leader, unless it’s posted in Facebook” 

(Interviewee 2, l. 80). This does indicate that store managers can be a strong resource and present as a back-

bone in the stores. However, it does create a sense of dependency between store managers and its employees: 

”Instead of just guessing, as I know others do” (Interviewee 2, l. 123), ”1: It has happened a few times, 

where I didn’t entirely know what to do, if my manager wasn’t there or if situations where the store has been 

busy, and I needed a quick answer. I have answered what I thought.” (Interviewee 1, l. 76). I can also attest 

to this notion and admit that I have done the same. If I was in doubt or was approached with a question I 

could not answer, I would sometimes guess. Though possibly a slightly more qualified guess, it was still a 

guess. It was easier and aided the confrontational feeling of not knowing even though they expected that I 

knew. You could get a customer out of the door with a good initial experience, instead of taking the hit (Per-

sonal observations, l. 35). The lack of thorough and dependable resources leaves some employees guessing. 

In comparison, one of the store managers did mention that she liked the fact that they there was an ongoing 

dialogue about the products:” 5: Well, i am properly old-fashioned. I prefer that you are able to ask in per-

son, and make dialog, which makes you feel like you get special treatment.” (Interviewee 5, l. 256). As is 

recognized face-to-face communication allows for a more complex exchange of information (Huczynsky & 

Buchanan, 2013, p. 227). Thus, the point made from interviewee 5 is valid and presents an advantage of the 

current method of knowledge sharing. However, it is not without limitations as presented above. Also, an 

ongoing conversation will still be possible even if the written material was expanded as colleagues would 

still provide service in the same space and would still be able to draw on personal experience and preference. 

Thus, information would still be shared but perhaps the conversation might, instead, have a different and per-

haps more informed vantage point, that could lead the conversation to a different level more quickly, yet the 

employees might feel less dependent on their managers. 

6.4.3 Self-perception and Team Spirit  

The analysis above provides an understanding of which types of resources Lagkagehuset offers to their em-

ployees as well as the efficiency connected to the channels. The authors also suggest that the internal 
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communication should provide information to aid the understanding of the frames for their employment and 

give them a sense of the desired self-perception to allow them to navigate their everyday work assignments 

within the frames set by the organisation (Hansen & Jørgensen, 2010, p. 264). 

On the LUNI website, Lagkagehuset offers a lesson called Welcome which consists of 6 different learning 

modules of which 3 pertains to the self-perception. These should frame how the employee is related to the 

corporate identity and business model. The first module is called The History of Lagkagehuset and mentions 

that today Lagkagehuset still strives to be the local bakery aiming to please the local traditions and tastes and 

mentions the history of the two bakeries. “The goal is to provide Danes with quality products, which are 

baked with love and based on proud Danish baking traditions. We have a strong concept characterised by the 

good bread, the unique tasting experience and last but not least our smiling, helpful and energetic employ-

ees.” With this sentence the employees receive the two cornerstones as presented on the website (Hvem er vi, 

n.d). Additionally, they are told the optimum for their function in as service employees namely being smiling 

and energetic, which is mentioned in appendix 6, and being helpful which is mentioned as an expectation by 

Buus (Buus, l. 103). Another module is called “Aske talks about Lagkagehuset”. It is a video where he pre-

sents the following messages; their history and presentation of owners, their culture which is characterised 

by good relationships and engagement both in relation to their work and each other resulting in a feeling of 

family which they call Love And Karma which is based on caring about both the products, the guests and 

colleagues. He wraps it up by saying that Lagkagehuset is all about quality products, inviting surroundings 

and excellent guest experiences. Thus, the video directly covers the value proposition in Appendix 6. It also 

mentions internal culture among employees which will be covered below. Finally, the lesson includes a mod-

ule where the employees should eb able to download a description of their position. The file, however does 

not work.  

However, the formal internal communication does provide general information which frames the employees’ 

role within the organisation and the values that the employees should work within in a day to day basis. 

These are, however, all on the Website no one uses (Appendix 3, LUNI Website). Additionally, due to the 

learning process and narrowing of the research field, the interviewees were not asked to reveal their percep-

tion which would have been valuable. However, the interviews did reveal that they understood the quality 

aspect even though all were not convinced that the quality matched the price. Additionally, all understood 

that customer service is important and that they represent the brand in their position (Appendix 3, Importance 

of customer service & Representing). Thus, it could indicate that the informal communication has succeeded 

in framing the self-perception  

Now, according to Hansen and Jørgensen (2010), an important part of internal communication is creating a 

sense of team spirit and motivation of the employees (p. 261). This is not the primary area of research for 
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this thesis. However, providing the resources is one thing but the authors suggest that a sense of team spirit 

and motivation can create much better outcomes. 

The only channel that focuses on company-wide team spirit is a private Facebook page called Love and 

Karma. It is a reoccurring saying that is used throughout the internal communication. It is presented as the 

base for the company culture in lesson on the LUNI website concerning culture. The lesson includes men-

tioning the Facebook group and a video where a shop assistant elaborates on the feeling of family as men-

tioned above, the happy atmosphere and care that he experiences from colleagues. Following citation is pro-

vided as a guideline for the culture: “The Love and Karma-culture is built upon: Helping each other. We 

communicate with each other. We have fun while working. We arrive at our shift ready for work. We chose 

a positive attitude – “Today is going to be a good day”, we strive to be professional. We think “If I give 

something good, I will get good back”. Customers and colleagues alike. Therefore, the Love and Karma-cul-

ture is the love for our customers, our colleagues and our products.”  

On the Facebook page, both employees from the administration and regular employees post. The posts are 

predominantly used to show initiatives or daily life in the stores that are in tone with the message of Love 

and Karma to show employee engagement e.g. posts showing product being presented beautifully, happy 

employees or good performances. However, as shown in the categorization, several of the interviewees were 

not members of the page: (Appendix 3, Love and Karma). Even though it appears to be a great opportunity 

for building team spirit, two of the managers mention that the culture is stronger within each store instead of 

organisation wide:” There is a really nice team spirit at least in our store, but there is nothing across the 

stores.” (Interviewee 6, l. 55). This is something that my personal experience confirms (Personal observa-

tions, l. 45). I was not a member of the page until I was introduced to it when I became a student assistant 

and as mentioned above neither were 3 of the interviewees (Appendix 3, Love and Karma). In general, it 

seems to be an issue that Lagkagehuset introduces different channels and resources but they rarely follow up 

and ensure employees are involved.  

Even though the company-wide culture may not be collectively strong, the interviews showed that the cul-

ture is strong in the individual stores. When asked why they felt motivated to be engaged employees, most 

answered that the culture and people was the main factor (Appendix 3, culture engagement). Thus, the organ-

isation has been successful in developing local team spirit and motivation. Based on this insight, the main 

source of internal communication aimed at developing team spirit for regular shop assistants is Facebook or 

simply the informal communication in stores. Since the local Facebook groups are private, they were not ac-

cessible to study and to study the informal communication would have required extensive ressoruces and 

time. However, it appears that the local managers are creating team spirit and motivation through culture. 

This provides a solid base for having engaged employee that will want to provide good customer service and 

hereby product guidance.  
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6.5 Internal Communication with the App 

6.5.1 Communication channel 

As mentioned previously, the new intranet app launched on February 25th 2020. The following sections will 

analyse the app and its content compared to the areas of issues presented above. Since the intranet is rela-

tively new and have not been used extensively, the analysis will mainly be based on the theoretical frame-

work and compared to the issues that the previous frameworks posed. However, the employee’s initial im-

pression of the app will also be considered.  

Firstly, the app should be user friendly and well-arranged (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). The interviewee had 

a time for an initial reaction before the interviews and therefore it can be included in this analysis. The plat-

form is in the form of an app, called Actimo that can be downloaded from any app store. The front page is 

divided into different squares with different titles which include News, The Right to Learn, Love and Karma, 

Tools and Lessor. Additionally, there are two bands in the top of the page. The first one has 4 buttons; one 

that opens a menu, a LUNI symbol that acts as a home button, a symbol for access to another menu showing 

the groups which the employee has been assigned to and posts that have been deemed relevant for the em-

ployee, a menu with settings, contact information for closets manager and statistics about the employees’ 

learning and activity. The second band also shows these on the front page. Thus, the app has become a one 

way entry embracing all the different functions, that the LUNI website, Lagkagenet, the S:drive, Store spe-

cific Facebook group and Love and Karma provided before. 

Under the news section, are 7 tabs e.g. Corona/Covid19, Breaking News, New products etc. Under each of 

these tabs are tabs with the different news stories. New stores are indicted with a red colour and a number for 

the unread stories. Additionally, the employee receives a notification when there is news. When asked, if 

they perceived the app to be user friendly and well-arranged, the question completely divided the informants. 

2 informants from the same store, both stated that they found the app very user-friendly” Its crazy effective 

and I know exactly where to look for answers, it’s so user-friendly. It’s something everyone can figure out” 

(Interviewee 5, l. 204). However, the rest of the interviewees were more negative (Appendix 3, LUNI App – 

Negative). Interviewee 5 mentioned that in her store, they had a meeting where they went through the app 

and its content (Interviewee 5, l. 213), whereas interviewee 7 had not (L. 359-360). This could indicate that a 

broad part of employees will not use their free time to go through the app and learn its structure and will 

therefore find it difficult. However, if the managers invest in teaching the employees about the app, they 

might take to it more quickly and use the different functions more. Thus, it appears that some parts of the app 

need an introduction in order to become helpful in their daily lives. Compared to the LUNI website, there is a 

possibility of history repeating itself.   

The second guideline suggests that each employee must receive information considered useful to them 

(Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). The usefulness of the information will be analysed Thus, the app has 
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successfully incorporated the strengths of the LUNI website and Facebook group which means that employ-

ees will receive relevant information quickly across distances. The content will be analysed below.  

The third guideline states that the information on the intranet should be targeted toward the users and provid-

ing only the necessary information (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). As mentioned above, the employees are 

divided into groups, both in terms of store and position they hold. However, if the information is targeted 

with the employees in mind, their needs must be at the very base of it. Compared to the LUNI website, the 

app appears to be more focused on the needs of the employees, and less focused on statistics. Yet, as the in-

terviews revealed, at least four of the interviewees were never asked to consult or if they had any wishes for 

the new platform (Appendix 3, App consult). The training manager that developed the app with company 

Actimo did state that in the process of developing the app, they had not conducted research among the em-

ployees asking about their needs and wants (Personal Observations, l. 58). One could argue, that since they 

are training managers and are involved with shop assistants, that they will have an understanding of the 

needs and frustrations. However, employee research is important (Kistrup & & Toft, 2006, p. 66) and thus 

conducting a small research study could have provided a much broader perspective on the needs and frustra-

tions employees face in stores. This might have made the app more attractive to the informants.  

The fourth guideline is wider recommendation that suggests a few aspects that should work in unison to pro-

vide a better and more efficient intranet (Ibid, p. 72). Firstly, the authors suggest that the intranet should be 

quicker than searching otherwise. Now, all except one mentioned that the app appeared to be slow which 

frustrated them (Appendix 3, LUNI app - Negative). This could be an issue, if shop assistants find it a nui-

sance to use, both in learning situations at home and in-service situations. It is however quicker than the pre-

vious option. Firstly, because the interviewees did not remember or were not taught how to access the LUNI 

website and secondly because the website was not very intuitive and worked poorly as a source for finding 

information quickly (Section 6.4.1). The authors also point to the fact that the information should be better. 

This will be analysed below. The authors also mention the possibility of knowledge sharing. Now, store 

managers might benefit from having a forum where they can share knowledge and experiences about how to 

manage stores, products, and employees. However, knowledge about the products are characterised as ex-

plicit knowledge and should be relatively factual and easy to share in writing (Cook & Brown, 1999, p. 381). 

There might, however, be other elements of customer service e.g. conflict management that could benefit 

from a forum. Customers might also ask questions that are so rare that the information should not be applied 

to a standard format. In that case it might be beneficial to work towards a culture where it is encouraged to 

ask questions on the app, so that a broad audience can benefit and share experiences. Compared to the LUNI 

website and Facebook, the speed of the app could prevent people from adopting the tool and therefore, the 

app is challenged by Facebook: “Yes, I am really sry that I had to take it down, but our Facebook group 

won’t ever get in there. I also think it’s very ambitious to think it can beat Facebook. (Interviewee 6, l. 375).  
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However, the possibility for building a forum for sharing across stores, opens the possibility of building 

knowledge among the workforce and possibly cocreation of knowledge for the app. Lastly, the app should 

create more effective work processes (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). The app appears to have the potential to 

help make the work processes more effective since the app features a section called Tools which is two 

clicks away on every employee’s phone. Thus, the app has the function of providing a work of reference em-

bedded, which can help employees with facts about the products (Ibid, 64). However, with the addition of 

descriptions on price signs in the autumn, the information on the app must be better if it should make sense 

to open up the app. It is however more effective for the store managers. With the app, a lot of the information 

that they were in charge of distributing before e.g. information about new products, is now distributed di-

rectly to the employees, thus lightening their work load and ensuring all employees have access to the infor-

mation and at the same time. 

 The final guideline that the framework presents pertain to the accessibility of the intranet. Now, with the 

conversion from the website and physical books to the app, the information about products have become 

more accessible for employees as they can access it from their smart phones wherever they are and the one-

way entry does make it more manageable for the employees and managers. One area of concern was brought 

up by many of the informants. They mentioned that they did not feel it was within the spirit of the organisa-

tion to look at their phone during work hours” Vi need to use LUNI but, when the customers get in and asks 

questions, you don’t want to pull out your phone, at least I don’t” (Interviewee 5, l. 104). Additionally, the 

speed of using the app in the service situation was also brought up: “2: Yes, I think it would be a good alter-

native instead of getting you phone put, which would take a while.” (Interviewee 2, l. 174). In a service situ-

ation where customers ask questions that the employee might not know the answer to, they have two options. 

Either, they can ask a colleague but if they do not know the answer, they have to stop the interaction, collect 

their phone in the back and open the app, go to tools, find the product tab, then the category of product and 

finally find the specific product and find the information that is available here. Additionally, since a few in-

terviewees also mentioned that the app was very slow in use, a slightly different format might be relevant for 

the store because product guidance is such a central part of the expected customer service and since effi-

ciency is highly valued. The authors suggest making the intranet available where it is needed. Thus, it might 

be an idea to make a shortcut to the files about products and make them available in the store or make it an 

explicit statement saying that phones can be used behind the counter to check information. The app has 

solved the access problem for most of the informant as only one does not have the app (Interviewee 4, l. 

107). However, it has not solved the issue of information being available during work hours.  

6.5.2 Resources 

In the following section, the app’s resources concerning the product assortment comparable to the those ana-

lysed before the app launched, will be analysed.  
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Firstly, the resources that the administration offers about seasonal and new products are very similar com-

pared to the resources before i.e. the document that store managers received via email and afterwards distrib-

uted on stores’ Facebook and which was also published on the LUNI website. It follows the same structure 

and provides approximately the same information about new or seasonal products (Section 6.4.2). In the app, 

the resources are available under NEWS and Product news in the app. Thus, the information on new and sea-

sonal products are still more extensive and covers a broader category of information which is closer to the 

amount of information needed to fulfil the expectations of the customers (Appendix 3, table 5). However, in 

the app, the information is available to all employees at the same time and the availability does not depend 

on the Store Managers involvement. This is an advantage for both the regular shop assistants and managers. 

Secondly, the information provided on the LUNI website under Product Manual (east) which covers the 

standard assortment, and that also matches the information in the book of love, does not exist in the same 

format in the app. Instead of providing the information under the learning page, the information is provided 

under the page called Tools. Thus, it is presented as more of a reference work and divided into a grid show-

ing the different categories of products, e.g. ryebread, specialty breads etc. Under five of the categories, there 

is a small text covering a shared information for the products at the top. One of the most extensive descrip-

tion is under the specialty bread “All our special breads are baked with biga-sourdough. Biga-sourdough is a 

type of wheat sourdough, which is added to give the desired aroma and moist. All special breads except Ve-

rona, are baked in a masonry stove for a crisp crust.” The same description is used under Breads and Flutes. 

Under the ryebread tab, the description merely states: “All our ryebreads are made with sourdough and baked 

based on proud Danish traditions”. Thus, the users have access to descriptions on baking technique and ad-

vantages as a consequence of these. The description for cream cakes: “All pastries are handmade. It is possi-

ble for customers to order custom cakes for special occasions.”. Under “Tørkager”, it also states that prod-

ucts made by pastry chefs are made by hand. The rest of the categories e.g. Morning rolls, Danishes, cakes 

do not present any general information. The information under each bread includes a list of ingredients. Ad-

ditionally, half of the descriptions include one descriptive word e.g. dark, wholemeal. Compared to the simi-

lar resource on the LUNI website and The Book of Love, some of the descriptions on the individual products 

e.g. “a clay consistency” has been removed. The information about cakes and pastries are more descriptive in 

nature and matches the information from the LUNI website and the book of love. Though, it includes infor-

mation about storage. Thus, the new platform actually presents less information about the individual prod-

ucts in categories specialty breads, ryebread, flutes and rolls, yet it does provide some more general infor-

mation that shop assistants can use. As concluded above, the resources still do not provide the information 

customers are expecting.  

The last resource concerning products is presented on the page Right to Learn. The category has four lessons 

concerning sour dough, “tørkager”, Danishes, and the Christianshavn tarte.  The information about sour 
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dough covers the chemical makeup, the purpose and the taste. The information is relevant to the employees 

technical understanding and the taste it provides. The information presented under “tørkager” describes the 

category, the dough and filling in question and products made with it. The lesson about pastries provide the 

same information for the category. In connection with the product description under Tools, the user should 

have an understanding of the makeup and taste of these products. Finally, the lesson concerning the Chris-

tianhavn tarte presents a video about the cake providing information about the ingredients, texture and the 

history of its development. Thus, the video is more aimed towards the organisation’s history as it does not 

provide extra information specific product. Compared to the customers’ expectations, the resources are 

closer to their expectation in some instances and farther in others (Appendix 9, table 5).  

As seen from Appendix 3 (LUNI App – Negative + LUNI App Positive), it is very difficult to conclude en-

tirely if employees find the resources available helpful since all but one of the regular shop assistants have 

not read them. However, Buus states that she thinks the resources provide a step in the right direction, but 

that they still need more descriptive and trade oriented information: “The product information that is col-

lected in LUNI is a 2.0 version, where all products have descriptions, but it still presents a task of describing 

all products in terms of baking techniques and taste. Many products still, only, include a list of ingredients” 

(Buus, l. 155). Additionally, she mentions that the employee should be further motivated to read the re-

sources and suggests it could be done through gamification between the stores (Buus, l. 138). Thus, the Head 

of Brand are aware of the fact that the resources still do not match the expectations.  

6.5.3 Self-perception and Team Spirit 

Compared to the resources available on self-perception before, the app includes a lesson called “Before your 

first shift”. The lesson includes a training check list where there are descriptions of what the employee 

should expect to know after each of the 4 training shift. While Advice and guidance is mentioned as part of a 

“service wheel” describing the sequence of events during a transaction, it is not further explained when the 

employee is supposed to learn these as compared to many other learning objectives. The app also contains a 

description of the shop assistant’s position. Under competences it includes being interested in providing ex-

traordinary service, having a smiling, helpful, and energetic disposition, contributing to a fun, caring, and 

positive environment and wanting to learn. Additionally, the areas of responsibility include; working to in-

crease sales, having knowledge about the products, providing professional, helpful and polite service and en-

suring quality by being the last quality check for products and creating an inviting store. Finally, under the 

lesson “culture” the video with Aske mentioned above is included.  Thus, the new app provides more spe-

cific guidelines for the frames the employee should work within but also covers the values the business 

model and value proposition are based on.  

In section 6.4.3 it was established that the local stores do in fact have the happy employees who appreciats 

the culture and each other as a result of more informal communication. This is positive since the guidelines 
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on the LUNI website has been internalized and lived instead. However, compared to the previous situation 

where the Love and Karma page was located on a private Facebook page, the page has been added to the 

LUNI app. Since it is the only company-wide channel that focuses on culture and team spirit, it does hold a 

value within the organisation. The interviewees were, however, not convinced that the group would survive 

in the new format (Appendix 3, Love and Karma). Buus added that she expected a decrease in activity at the 

beginning but that the level of activity will rise eventually. She points to the LUNI app channel is work re-

lated whereas Facebook was used leisurely as well. Thus, the channel has become more work related (Buus, 

l. 159). Unfortunately, looking back the questions were not crafted well enough to provide insights on why 

most of the interviewees did not use the channel and how the app channels could become relevant for them 

in the future. This would have been an interesting insight when studying the focus on team spirit.  

6.6. Effects of Findings 

Based on the analysis above, the resources available on the app does not cover all the customer’s expecta-

tions and this appear to be detectable in the customers’ opinion (Appendix 9, table 7). Additionally, the tech-

nology, that the information is provide information through, does not appear to be unanimously accepted or 

found helpful (Appendix 3, LUNI App – Negative + LUNI Website). Thus, Lagkagehuset does not fulfil the 

requirements as suggested by Salanova, Agut & Peiró (2005) and therefore the customer loyalty could be af-

fected. However, since the team spirit and engagement are still strong as a result of a strong culture (Appen-

dix 3, Engagement Culture), this might affect the customer service environment positively even though the 

formal resources do not meet the expectations. The model, however, suggests that if the organisation were to 

update their resources, there is a chance the customer perception and loyalty would be positively affected.  

7 Discussion and Recommendations  

The analysis revealed that the data collection was not comprehensive enough to provide a full understanding 

of the three perspectives’ experiences with the brand and the interactions with the resources available. It does 

provide a limitation for the study and challenges the validity of the study. Baring the limitations mentioned 

throughout the analysis e.g. the employees’ perception of customer service experience and their understand-

ing of the brand, the analysis above showed some tendencies concerning the inconsistencies between the or-

ganisation’s brand and the expectations to it when considering the resources that are available to the employ-

ees  and what the customers are experiencing in the day-to-day operations in stores. Below, some of the find-

ings will be discussed and recommendations offered.  

The value proposition of Lagkagehuset is strongly represented in the formal communication. The quality 

products and excellent customer service are presented as cornerstones in both the organisation’s value propo-

sition and outward brand message, yet, the organisation have not provided information that matches the ex-

pectations of the employees. The analysis showed that the customers do in fact expect product guidance to be 

a central part of the customer service offered. However, the customers’ expectations concerning what types 
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of information should be available do not match the resources. Buus states that she believes the updated re-

sources in the app is a steppingstone in the right direction, pointing to the fact that all products are covered in 

some capacity. But she also admits that a list of ingredients is not enough and that the baking techniques and 

taste should be included (Buus, l. 148). However, considering the results from the survey, the customers have 

expectation outside this which includes texture, crust, storage, shelf life, alternatives, suggestions for pur-

poses (Appendix 3, table 5). The options in the survey were, however, based on personal experiences as a 

shop assistant and the survey format was not optimal for receiving suggestions by the customers. The an-

swers did, however, indicate that the customers are interested in more knowledge. Thus, Lagkagehuset 

should consider updating their product resources considering a broader array of information. While it might 

be more challenging to collect data on the subject from customers themselves, the organisation could con-

sider taking advantage of their employee assets and the new app communication channel. They could reach 

out to their employees and ask which topics and types of information they are asked about most frequently. 

The most requested types of information should be added in order to create a better customer service experi-

ence and live up to their brand.  

Additionally, the analysis also showed that since the organisation’s structure is built on multiple smaller 

units around the country, the stores have a large amount of freedom to run their stores and manage their em-

ployees however they see fit (Appendix 3, Differences in training). Yet, this also means that there are signifi-

cant differences in how the store managers both train their employees, manage them in day-to-day operations 

and provide them with information. Since Lagkagehuset has opened over 100 stores in Denmark (Hvem er 

vi, n.d.), it is recommended to provide more information centrally in order to minimize the potential negative 

effects of independent stores. This, might also alleviate employee frustrations from negative customer ser-

vice experiences like the ones described in the beginning.  

Another insight from the analysis concerns the way the organisation talks about the resources. The analysis 

showed that the LUNI website and the LUNI app was introduced in similar ways. All employees received a 

mail the first time and a video message the second as a method of introducing the online website. This was 

the only company-wide communication offered about the platforms. However, as seen from Appendix 

3(LUNI Website), none of the shop assistants utilized the platform and only two of the interviewees were 

active on the new app (Appendix 3, LUNI App – Positive). It shows that employees were not familiar with 

the platform and did not even know how to log on. While all expect one have actually downloaded the app, 

they are still not very active and have not browsed through a lot of the material. Consequently, history seem 

to be repeating itself. If the employees are not asked to utilize the resources and it is not communicated to 

them what kind of resources are available, they will not explore the channel and resources in their own time. 

Thus, it is recommended that the organisation will make an effort to communicate about the app and the re-

sources and essentially advertise their resources. This could be through occasional push notifications when 
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new resources or knowledge is added. The employees could also receive messages from the organisation of-

fering to solve certain issues e.g. if you are uncertain of how you keep bread fresh the longest, look under the 

newest learning under The Right to Learn. Additionally, since the analysis showed that employees are un-

likely to check the intranet on their own accord, the organisation should consider making it more attractive. 

Since the employee can just ask colleagues and managers which is the current culture, the employees can get 

through workload without investing personal time checking resources and learnings. However, the customer 

service would be more efficient and satisfying for the customer if the employee knew the answers to their 

questions. Therefore, the organisation should consider dangling a carrot and offer some kind of compensa-

tion for their time. This could be through monetary benefits e.g. the employee would receive money for com-

pleting learnings or the employee could be asked to arrive 15-30 minutes before a shift once in a while and 

spend time learning before their shift. Currently, the organisation offers cinema tickets to employee or shops 

who recruits the most users for the app, a similar concept could be applied to learnings, where employees or 

store personnel collectively could receive a reward for engagement. Buus suggests using gamification be-

tween stores (Buus, l. 138).  

While the app is a solid vehicle for providing customized resources and learnings wherever and whenever 

the employees have time. Considering the number of products and the array of information that customers 

expect (appendix 9, table 5), employees who are recently employed or who are part time employees might 

have a hard time remembering the amount of information. Some of the interviewees even admitted to simply 

guessing when they had no other way of gathering information in order to answer a question from a cus-

tomer. Since, it could leave the customer with a negative experience and hereby affect the organisation nega-

tively, the resources concerning products should be available to the employee in the situation where they 

need it (Kistrup & Toft, 2006, p. 72). While the app is technically able to travel with the employee, 3 inter-

viewees mention that they do not feel it is appropriate to pull out a personal cell phone in a customer service 

situation (Appendix 3, Cell Phone). Additionally, due to the nature of a customer transaction, it appears that 

the app will be too slow for use in that situation. Instead, the information should be available quickly. Either 

the app could be available on a computer in the store which is always open and ready for use or perhaps the 

product resources could be integrated into the register. If the employee touched a product button on the regis-

ter for 2 seconds a window would appear. The window could hold easily structured information about the 

product in question. Thus, the employees would always have access to some information about the product 

even when it is busy. The register could also have a separate button that opened a window with a list of prod-

ucts under different categories where the employee could find information.  

8 Conclusion  

The thesis set out to study which expectations the customers had developed after being exposed to the organ-

isation and the brand and how the internal communication provided by the organisation supports shop 
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assistants in meeting these expectations. Since the limitations of the study should be taken into account, the 

results only show tendencies the organisation should consider studying further.  

Firstly, the value proposition of the organisation was studied. The analysis showed that the organisation uti-

lizes the performance aspect and focuses on providing a product which is widely available in the market, 

namely bake goods. However, the organisation adds value by providing a high-quality version that focuses 

on good produce and fresh products. The focus on high quality products are matched by the corporate iden-

tity projected to customers and stakeholders. The symbolism and formal communication projected by the or-

ganisation emphasises the performance aspect by describing the principles of quality ingredients and craft-

manship they ascribe to. Additionally, the communication explicitly promises very high standards of cus-

tomer service. Thus, the corporate identity projected is focused on providing quality products based on the 

pride of craftmanship and an overall good experience for customers. Since the external communication pro-

vides potential customers with an idea of what they can expect when interacting with the store, the custom-

ers’ expectations ought to be met. This connection was only to a limited degree proven. The customers in the 

survey stated that product guidance carried significant value in their expectation of the organisation’s cus-

tomer service. In fact, customers expected to be able to receive information about many different factors of 

the product e.g. ingredients, taste, texture, storage, alternatives and purposes for the products. Based on the 

size of participant pool and the format more information may be relevant. Unfortunately, their expectations 

were only met slightly more often than “sometimes”.  

The basis for the customer experiences happened when Lagkagehuset used a few different channels for dis-

tributing internal communication about products. Products in the standard assortment was described with 

only a list of ingredients or parts, only a few of the products had explanatory descriptions and not all prod-

ucts were mentioned. The resource was available on the LUNI website which none of the interviewees ac-

cessed and in the book of love, which only two people used. Seasonal and new products were described more 

in depth, but the information was available through the platform no one used or through store managers who 

had to manually distribute the information face-to-face or via Facebook. Thus, the communication about 

products outside the standard assortment let the employee have information closer to the expectations, but 

only if the store manager remembered. Thus, there was a culture of asking and listening to other shop assis-

tants or by asking managers, which left them dependable and sometimes even guessing. Thus, the limited 

amount of information was also only available in limited ways for the customers. The channels and re-

sources, therefore, only supported the employees in providing the customer service which customers expect 

to a limited degree. However, the resources concerning self-perception and team spirit seemed to work to a 

larger degree as all employees were clear about their job. With the launch of the intranet app, LUNI, all 

products are now present in a product reference work and a few shared characteristics is described under 

each product category. However, the individual products in the standard assortment had the same or less 
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information. Seasonal or new products are presented as news and the employee receives a notification. The 

descriptions are closer to the expected amount of information describing the makeup of the products, tasting 

notes and storage. Additionally, the app contains lessons about sourdough and different doughs.  Thus, the 

app adds value concerning new products and base understanding of the baking craftmanship. The app is 

closer to the expectations, but the standard assortment still lacks wider descriptions and all descriptions still 

does not match the expectations.  

The organisation is suggested to develop the product descriptions further and could use the employees’ expe-

riences as a base. The organisation should communicate about the resources available so that they are not 

forgotten and the organisation might consider compensation for learning. Finally, product resources ought to 

be available to the employees in stores to decrease dependability and guessing.  

9 Perspectives  
While the study finds that resources do not match the expectations of the customers, the study also reveals 

that Buus, representing the administration, is aware of the need for more information. Since product guid-

ance must have been included in the customer service situation since the organisation were founded and 

since the organisation had the LUNI platform available to distribute information since 2018 (Appendix 7), it 

seems odd that the organisation has not invested in updating the resources yet, especially since Buus recog-

nizes the need for it. Thus, there must be perspectives within the organisation that inhibits this process. It 

could be resources, time, lack of knowledge, different values, however, future research ought to investigate 

what prohibits process. However, the fact that product guidance is mentioned explicitly for the first time on 

the app (section 6.5.3) could suggest that the organisation is developing an awareness of the issue.  

As mentioned in section 3.2, the results of the study are limited by both the learning process and the Covid-

19 pandemic. Future research could, therefore, consider the following to increase the usability of the results. 

Firstly, one should consider conducting qualitative interviews with customers to allow for their more com-

plex perception of the corporate identity to become apparent for the study and as well as their subsequent ex-

pectations and their needs based on their lives. Additionally, the group of customers should include people 

from around Denmark to allow for representation.  

Since it was obvious from the study that stores work independently, the study was limited due to the pool of 

interviewees in Copenhagen. One could do as suggested in the discussion and utilize employees as an asset 

to provide information for a potential development of the new product resources. However, this thesis was 

also interested in studying how the communicative channels affected employees’ ability to and motivation 

for learning and keeping updated on the channels. Thus, interviews should be conducted with participants 

from different store around the country to represent the employee profiles that exist in the stores and the in-

terview guide should be more focused on understanding their perception and experience of the situation. 
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11 Appendices  
Appendix 1 – Interview Guides 

Shop assistants 

Om dig:  

- Vil du ikke starte med at beskrive din alder, din historie hos Lagkagehuset og hvordan?  

o Din alder? 

o Din stilling? 

o hvor mange timer lyder din kontrakt på? 

o Hvor længe har du arbejdet hos Lagkagehuset? 

o  (hvad laver du ved siden af?) 

- Er du glad for at være her, er du stolt af at være her?  

 

Vil du sætte et par ord på hvordan du synes det går hos Lagkagehuset og hvad din oplevelse af organisationen 

er? 

Brand  

- Hvor ville du placere Lagkagehuset på denne graf? 

- Hvorfor placerer du Lagkagehuset her? 

- Repræsenterer du brandet, som medarbejder? Hvordan? 

- Hvor vigtig vil du mene kundeservice er for Lagkagehuset som brand? 

- Vil du beskrive hvad du synes står Lagkagehuset for som virksomhed; hvad er det særlige / specielle 

ved lagkagehuset ift. andre bagerforretninger? 

- Hvordan vil du beskrive lagkagehusets brand og den specielle oplevelse/værdi de leverer til kun-

derne? 

- Hvordan ser du din rolle hos Lagkagehuset? 

Oplæring: 

- Vil du ikke beskriver den oplæringsproces du gik igennem? 

- Hvilke informationer fik du? 

- Vidste du herefter hvor du skulle lede efter informationer du behøvede? 

- Hvad synes du der blev gjort godt og hvad synes du der manglede? 

o Følte du dig klædt på til at yde en god kundeservice? 

- Har du stået i en situation hvor du ikke følte at du havde den nødvendige information?  

o Hvad var det? 
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LUNI – før app 

- Hvor ofte brugte du LUNI? 

- Hvad brugte du LUNI til? 

- Hvas synes du om indholdet? Fandt du informationen – videoer og quizzer relevant?  

- Gennemførte du alt læring derinde? 

- Hvorfor /hvorfor ikke gennemførte du materialet? 

- Hvad kunne have fået dig til at gøre dette? 

 

Intern kommunikation:  

- Hvordan bliver information kommunikeret til dig – hvilken info gennem hvilken kanal? 

- Hvem giver dig løbende information omkring butikkens produkter, kampagner, fokusområder osv.? 

- Hvilke informationer føler du at du har brug for? 

- Hvad synes du der fungerer? -  ikke fungerer? 

- Føler du at der er overensstemmelse mellem hvad i bliver fortalt og hvad kunderne gør? 

- Hvordan vil du beskrive en engageret medarbejder i Lagkagehuset? 

o Vil du betragte dig selv som en engageret medarbejder? – husk at dette er helt anonymt 

- Hvad får dig til at føle dig engageret i dit arbejde? 

- Oplever du at der foregår en dialog mellem dig og ledere på forskellige lag? 

- Kunne du forestille dig at en dialog med dine ledere ville gøre dig mere engageret i dine arbejdsop-

gaver? 

- Har du mulighed for at give feedback eller starte en dialog med din overordnede? 

 

Kundeservice:  

- Hvilken service oplever du at kunder efterspørger af dig? 

o Hvordan yder du kundeservice i butikken?  

o Hvilken slags kundeservice yder du?  

o Hvilke spørgsmål bliver du stillet? 

- Har du brug for viden for at yde denne service? 

- Hvordan finder du ud af hvad der er i produkter?  

- Hvor finder du råd til anvendelse af produkter?  

- Hvor finder du information omkring allergener?  

- Hvordan får du information omkring nye produkter, eller produkt ændringer?  
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- Hvordan får du information om kampagner og nye fokusområder?  

- Føler du at du har adgang til al den information som gør at du kan yde god kundeservice? 

- Hvornår føler du at du yder god kundeservice? 

- Hvad får dig til at yde god kundeservice? 

LUNI app 

- Hvad er dit umiddelbare indtryk af appen? 

- Synes du at appen er overskuelig og brugervenlig?  

- Har du været inde og søge information? 

- Hvis nej, hvorfor?  

- Hvis ja, Får du den information du har brug for og er det nyttigt for dig? 

- Hvis nej, hvad mangler du? 

- Hvilke problemstillinger synes du appen løser? 

- Hvilke funktioner synes du om? 

- Hvordan synes du kærlighed og karma fungerer derinde? 

- Blev du spurgt hvad der skulle være i appen? 

Forslag 

- Hvad kan man gøre bedre internt og I forhold til kunderne? 

- Hvad ville du synes om hvis der kom et vindue op omkring hvert produkt, når du trykkede produk-

terne ind på kassen? 

- Hvilke informationer kun være hjælpsomme for dig og dine medarbejdere? 

- Tror du det ville hjælpe at dig hvis du fik lov til at bruge tid på arbejdet til at blive opdateret på 

LUNI? 

o Måske, møde ind 15 min før for at opdatere sig? 

o Ville det rent faktisk blive brugt? 

- Vil du udnytte det, hvis det var muligt at komme med feedback? 

- Er der andre løsninger som kunne hjælpe dig i din hverdag her? 

 

Butikschef 

Om dig:  

- Hvad er din alder? 

- Hvilken stilling har du hos Lagkagehuset?  

- Hvor længe har du arbejdet hos Lagkagehuset? 
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- Er du glad for at være her, er du stolt af at være her?  

Vil du sætte et par ord på hvordan du synes det går hos Lagkagehuset og hvad din oplevelse af organisationen 

er? 

Brand  

- Hvor ville du placere Lagkagehuset på denne graf? 

- Hvorfor placerer du Lagkagehuset her? 

- Repræsenterer du brandet, som medarbejder? Hvordan? 

- Hvor vigtig vil du mene kundeservice er for Lagkagehuset som brand? 

- Hvad står Lagkagehuset for som virksomhed; hvad er det særlige / specielle ved lagkagehuset ift. 

andre bagerforretninger? 

- Hvordan vil du beskrive lagkagehusets brand og den specielle oplevelse/værdi de leverer til kun-

derne? 

 Hvordan ser du din rolle hos Lagkagehuset? 

Kundeservice:  

- Hvilken service oplever du at kunder efterspørger af dig? 

o Hvordan yder du kundeservice i butikken?  

o Hvilken slags kundeservice yder du?  

o Hvilke spørgsmål bliver du stillet? 

- Har du brug for viden for at yde denne service? 

- Hvordan finder du ud af hvad der er i produkter?  

- Hvor finder du råd til anvendelse af produkter?  

- Hvor finder du information omkring allergener?  

- Hvordan får du information omkring nye produkter, eller produkt ændringer?  

- Hvordan får du information om kampagner og nye fokusområder?  

- Føler du at du har adgang til al den information som gør at du kan yde god kundeservice? 

- Hvornår føler du at du yder god kundeservice? 

- Hvad får dig til at yde god kundeservice? 

Oplæring: 

- Hvordan lærer du medarbejdere op? – hvilken proces går de igennem? 

- Hvilke informationer sørger du for at overdrage, som du synes er vigtige for dine medarbejdere? 

- Hvad synes du om det materiale som virksomheden stiller til rådighed for oplæring? – omkring det 

der handler om produkter, intern struktur, forståelse af virksomheden.  
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Intern Kommunikation: (før app) 

- Vil du beskrive hvilken information butikschefer og medarbejdere får gennem hvilke kanaler?  

- Hvilke informationer føler du at du har brug for? 

- hvad gør vi godt og hvad kan vi gøre bedre både med hensyn til kundeservice og kommunikation - 

Føler du at der bliver fortalt samme historie udadtil som indadtil? 

- Er Lagkagehusets formål klar for dig og dine medarbejdere? 

- Føler du at der er overensstemmelse mellem hvad i bliver fortalt og hvad kunderne gør? 

- Hvordan vil du beskrive en engageret medarbejder i Lagkagehuset? 

o Vil du betragte dig selv som en engageret medarbejder – husk at dette er helt anonymt 

- Hvad får dig til at føle dig engageret i dit arbejde? 

- Oplever du at der foregår en dialog mellem dig og ledere på forskellige lag? 

- Kunne du forestille dig at en dialog med dine ledere ville gøre dig mere engageret i dine arbejdsop-

gaver? 

- Har du mulighed for at give feedback eller starte en dialog med din overordnede? 

LUNI app 

- Hvad er dit umiddelbare indtryk af appen? 

- Synes du at appen er overskuelig og brugervenlig?  

- Har du været inde og søge information? 

- Hvis nej, hvorfor? 

- Hvis ja, får du de informationer du har brug for? 

- Hvis nej, hvad mangler du? 

- Tror du at det kommer til at hjælpe dine medarbejdere? 

- Hvis nej, hvad skulle appen ellers indeholde? 

- Tror du at dine medarbejdere kommer til at bruge appen aktivt og sørge for at være opdateret? 

- Tror du kærlighed og karma kan leve videre derinde? 

- Blev du forhørt hvad du synes appen skulle indeholde? 

Forslag 

- Hvad kan man gøre bedre internt og I forhold til kunderne? 

- Hvad ville du synes om hvis der kom et vindue op omkring hvert produkt, når du trykkede produk-

terne ind på kassen? 

- Hvilke informationer kunne være hjælpsomme for dig og dine medarbejdere? 

- Tror du det ville hjælpe at medarbejderne fik lov til at bruge tid på arbejdet til at blive opdateret på 

LUNI? 
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o Måske, møde ind 15 min før for at opdatere sig? 

o Ville det rent faktisk blive brugt? 

- Vil du udnytte det, hvis det var muligt at komme med feedback? 

- Er der andre løsninger som kunne hjælpe dig og dine medarbejdere med at give den bedste kundeser-

vice? 

Appendix 2 – Mail Questionnaire  

- Vil du starte med at beskrive dit navn, din stilling, hvor længe du har været i Lagkagehuset og hvor-

dan din oplevelse har været? 

- Hvorfor blev du ansat, hvad var det de søgte fra dig? 

- Hvad mener du er Lagkagehusets kernefunktion? 

- Helt bredt, hvordan vil du så beskrive Lagkagehusets situation i markedet? Hvordan går det? 

- Du har tidligere nævnt at Lagkagehuset stadig har en kultur som et ”ungt” firma, hvor man e.g. fixer 

som problemerne opstår. Vil du ikke beskrive hvad du mener og hvad det betyder for virksomheden 

og dens struktur? 

Brand:  

- Hvor ville du placere Lagkagehuset på denne graf? 
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- Hvorfor placerer du Lagkagehuset her? 

- Repræsenterer medarbejderne brandet? Hvordan? 

- Hvor vigtig vil du mene kundeservice er for Lagkagehuset som brand? 

- Hvad står Lagkagehuset for som virksomhed; hvad er det særlige / specielle ved Lagkagehuset ift. 

andre bagerforretninger?  

- Hvilke kernebudskaber arbejder Lagkagehuset med? 

- Hvilke kanaler bruger Lagkagehuset til at sprede disse? 

 

Kundeservice: inden app 

- Hvilken kundeservice forventer du at butikspersonalet tilbyder? 

- Er det vigtigt at butikspersonale er vidende omkring produkter og kan give råd og vejledning herom? 

- Hvilke ting forventer du at medarbejderne kan vejlede omkring? 

- Vil du mene at butiksmedarbejdere har adgang til al den information der er nødvendigt for at yde den 

kundeservice du forventer?  

Intern Kommunikation: (før app) 
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- Vil du beskrive hvilken information butikschefer og medarbejdere får gennem hvilke kanaler?  

- Hvad gør vi godt og hvad kan vi gøre bedre både med hensyn til kundeservice og kommunikation 

o Hvordan kan butikspersonale finde ud af hvad der er i produkter? (inden app)  

o Hvordan finder butiksmedarbejdere råd til anvendelse, opbevaring osv. af produkter? (inden 

app) 

o Hvordan finder butiksmedarbejdere information om allergener? (inden app) – er det effek-

tivt? 

o Hvordan får butiksmedarbejdere information om nye produkter, eller produkt ændringer? 

(inden app) 

o Hvordan får butiksmedarbejdere information om kampagner og nye fokusområder?  

- Føler du at der bliver fortalt samme historie udadtil som indadtil i virksomheden? 

- Hvordan vil du beskrive en engageret medarbejder i Lagkagehuset? 

- Hvilke initiativer har Lagkagehuset indført for at holde sin medarbejdere engageret? 

- Er det en værdi i Lagkagehuset at skabe en dialog mellem de forskellige lag og arbejde med feed-

back? 

- Hvis ja, hvordan bliver dette så gjort?  

- Bliver der lavet medarbejder tilfredshedsundersøgelser? – hvordan bliver der evalueret på det? 

Uddannelse af butiksmedarbejdere  

- Hvordan investerer Lagkagehuset i at uddanne sine medarbejdere? 

- Hvordan sørger Lagkagehuset for at få faggruppernes(bager/konditor) viden kommunikeret ud til 

medarbejderne? 

- Mener du at Lagkagehuset investerer nok i at gøre information tilgængelig for medarbejderne? 

- Findes der nogen initiativer for efteruddannelse for medarbejdere?  

- Har du nogle ideer, forslag eller ønsker til uddannelse om produkter for medarbejdere? 

LUNI app 

- Hvad er dit umiddelbare indtryk af appen? 

- Synes du at appen er overskuelig og brugervenlig?  

- Hvilke problemstillinger synes du appen løser og hvilke problemstillinger synes du ikke den løser? 

- Hvad er dit indtryk af de produktinformationer som er tilgængelige på appen? 

- Tror du at det kommer til at hjælpe medarbejdere? 

- Tror du at medarbejderne kommer til at bruge appen aktivt og sørge for at være opdateret? 

- Tror du kærlighed og karma kan leve videre derinde? 

- Blev du forhørt om hvad du synes appen skulle indeholde? 
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Forslag 

- Hvad kan man gøre bedre internt og I forhold til kunderne? 

- Hvad ville du synes om hvis der kom et vindue op omkring hvert produkt, når du trykkede på pro-

dukterne på kassen. 

o Hvilke informationer kunne være hjælpsomme medarbejderne? 

- Tror du det ville hjælpe at medarbejderne fik lov til at bruge tid på arbejdet til at blive opdateret på 

LUNI? 

o Måske, møde ind 15 min før for at opdatere sig? 

- Hvad ville du synes om hvis der var et feedback forum fra medarbejdere til administrationen? 

- Er der andre løsninger som du mener kunne hjælpe medarbejdere? 
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Appendix 3 – Categorization  

Interviewee  Quote  Category 

Interviewee 2 Nok at det er blevet mere end en bager nu. Så der er et større sortiment 

også fx i frokost og fastfood generelt. Og større caféområder. Så det er 

mere henad en cafe end bare en bager. Også fik jeg også at vide da jeg 

startede, at kundeservice var noget af det du vægtede allerhøjest ift. an-

dre steder.  

 

What’s spe-

cial – As-

sortment  

Interviewee 3 Jeg synes især indenfor kaffe, at det er mega god kvalitetskaffe og alle 

kender ligesom til det og ved at vi har rigtig god kaffe. Men samtidig 

også det her med at du kan bruge det som cafe, men du kan også bruge 

det mere som en transit butik hvor du går ind og ud hurtigt. Vi har også 

mulighed for store leveringer, og vi har et bredt sortiment, som en nor-

mal bager ikke har.  

 

 

Interviewee 1  også synes jeg det er nogle behagelig mennesker, når man kommer ind i 

Lagkagehuset og så ligger vi altid på en god beliggenhed, 

Whats spe-

cial – custo-

mer service  

Interviewee 5 : Nu kan jeg jo kun tale for os, men når jeg ansætter, så ansætter jeg folk, 

der har en personlighed der skinner igennem og det er det jeg også gerne 

vil se inde på gulvet. Når det skinner igennem anderledes og alle folk der 

arbejder her kan noget forskelligt, så får man også en anden oplevelse 

når man komme rind i butikken også er vi tilbage på det der med service. 

Jeg synes at vi giver den her gode kundeservice og det ikke er sådan no-

get, det bliver 40 kr. her er bonnen at man gør noget anderledes. 

 

 

Interviewee 7  Igen, kundeservice. 

 

 

Interviewee 6 Kundeservice.  

Interviewee 1 Mega vigtigt Importance 

of customer 

service 

Interviewee 2 Altså, nu hvor priserne er højere ift. så mange andre steder, så ville jeg 

mene at man også betaler for god service, så det er mega vigtigt. 

 

Interviewee 3 Det er mega afgørende, selvfølgelig  

Interviewee 4 : Rigtig vigtigt, rigtig rigtig vigtigt, der er jo så mange andre forskellige 

ting som man kunne gå hen til, altså de ligger jo fandeme næsten alle 
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sammen i nærheden  af en eller anden eller anden bager ik’? hvor altså at 

en ting er selve produktet og hvad man kan lide, men altså man kender 

godt selv at man selv det der med at man går hen til det sted der er rarest 

at være ik’? der hvor der er bedst atmosfære - jeg synes det er super vig-

tigt, også fordi altså man ved også at hvis man har en dårlig oplevelse i 

en butik så går man ikke derhen igen, eller hvis du bliver mødt med så-

dan en total kold skulder agtigt, så det synes jeg er rigtig vigtig at der er 

god kundeservice også god kundekontakt? 

Interviewee 5 Det er meget vigtigt. Vi har så meget konkurrence, vi har Emmerys 

rundt om hjørnet ved næsten alle butikker, så mange kaffebarer, som i 

går op i det ene og det andet og blalala. Der er så meget konkurrence, så 

vi bliver nødt til at adskille os.  

I: Og det vil du emne at vi gør via kundeservice?  

5: Bestemt. Det bør vi i hvert fald.  

 

 

Interviewee 6  Meget.  

Interviewee 7 Helt bestemt   

Interviewee 1 I: Jeg vil hoppe videre til LUNI før det var en app, da det stadig bare var 

en hjemmeside. Hvor ofte brugte du LUNI da? 

1:Altså det er der vores vagtplan er? 

I: Nej det er Lessor Workforce, LUNI er hvor man kan gå ind og finde 

nogle videoer omkring fx hygiejne osv. 

1: Det tror jeg slet ikke at jeg havde adgang til  

I: Okay 

1: Jeg tror ikke jeg vidste at det eksisterede før vi fik appen og det er 

ikke så lang tid siden. Vi blev på et tidspunkt bedt om at logge ind og se 

en video, men der var ikke nogen af os der havde en kode, så jeg anede 

ikke hvordan jeg kom ind på den. Der var en enkelt gang hvor jeg så en, 

men man kunne ikke gå direkte ind.  

 

LUNI web-

site 

Interviewee 2  2:Aldrig, jeg bruger den stadig nærmest ikke. Jeg tjekker de beskeder der 

kommer især under Corona, men jeg bruger den ellers bare til at tjekke 

min vagtplan.  

I: Så du gennemførte ikke noget af detlæring der var derinde? 
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2: Nej, jeg kan ikke engang huske at jeg fik noget at vide om at jeg 

skulle g ind der, men der har ikke været noget follow-up på det i hvert 

fald  

 

Interviewee 3 Nej aldrig. Jeg blev ikke engang rigtig introduceret til den.  

Interviewee 4  I: Hvor ofte brugte du Luni da det var en hjemmeside man skulle ind på? 

4: Aldrig, nej. 

I: har du været derinde? 

4: Nej. 

 

 

Interviewee 1 1: Det er igennem min chef og vores Facebook gruppe 

I: Så face-to-face eller gennem Facebook? 

1: Ja, så hvis du møder ind på vagten og du ikke har været der i noget 

tid, hvis vi har fået nogle nye varer, så prøver man at samle op på det 

der. Så det har været ansigt til ansigt for det meste  

I: Fik du altid den information, hvis de kom et nyt produkt? Fik du så al-

tid at vide; der er kommet det her produkt, der er de her ting i, det er 

godt til det her osv.? 

1: Det kommer meget an på hvordan vagten er. Om det er en vagt hvor 

du har god tid til at møde ind og der ikke er særlig travlt, så plejer man 

faktisk at få en ok beskrivelse i hvad der er i og sådan. Det er måske ikke 

altid man husker dem pga. nogen gange er der mange ting. Fx til faste-

lavn, hvor sortimentet er kæmpestort. Men generelt så synes jeg det er 

svært at huske alle de ting, når man lige får dem at vide kort også skal 

man ind på vagten. Nogen gange bliver det skrevet ind på gruppe, hvis 

det er et eller andet virkelig vigtigt.  

I: Synes det du det fungerer at det for det meste er overleveret face to 

face? Får du nok information.  

1: Jaahhh øhh. Altså hvis kunden vil vide et eller andet dybdegående, så 

ville jeg ikke kunne svare. Men jeg ville godt lige kunne huske de over-

ordnede ting.  

 

 

Manager’s 

role  

Interviewe 2 2: Via Facebook gruppen, der bliver lagt ting op og der er skriver de no-

gen gange at man skal like når man har set opslaget, men jeg ved ikke 
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om det er noget der bliver fulgt op på. Jeg har indtrykket af at folk læser 

den og hvis der er noget man er i tvivl om så kan man altid spørge dem.  

I: Hvem giver dig løbende information omkring butikkens produkter.  

2: Det er butikschef og team leder medmindre de lægger det op på Face-

book.  

I: Det bliver lagt op nu? 

2: Det bliver lagt op hver gang der kommer noget nyt.  

 

Interviewee 1 I: Vidste du efter din oplæring hvor du skulle søge informationer om-

kring brød, procedurer, produktion eller…? 

1: Ja, så ville jeg for det meste spørge min chef, leder teamleder. 

 

Interviewee I: Men du ville have svært ved at give dybdegående rådgivning omkring 

produkterne  

1: Ja, men vores chefer plejer altid at kunne gøre det 

I: Så hiver du fat i nogle andre hvis du skal have spørgsmål besvaret?  

1: Ja.  

 

 

Interviewee 3 3: Altså, jeg er på vores butiksmail, så jeg får det meste derfra. Men jeg 

få nogenlunde de samme mails på LUNI appen bagefter. Men der får 

man i hvert fald rigtig meget information eller får man også meget infor-

mation gennem sin butikschef eller teamleder, som jo altid får informati-

onen først.  

 

 

Interviewee 4 I: I forhold til, sådan mere generel intern kommunikation, så hvordan 

bliver informationer kommunikeret til dig, igennem hvilke kanaler? 

4: Facebook. 

I: Gruppen? 

4: Ja, Facebook gruppen, præcis. 

I: Og det er mest så leder til medarbejder. 

4: Ja, præcis, så bliver der skrevet fælles opsang ud ik’? 

 

 

Interviewee 5 5: I starten var jeg teamelder, s der fik jeg det fra min leder, som hun fik 

det hele på mail, nogen gange lidt sent og men det var sådan vi fik det 

sendt ud, alt efter sæson osv. også vores distriktschef. Så primært mail 

egentligt.  
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I: Hvordan giver du det så videre? 

5: Via Facebook eller hang det op i butikken  

 

Interviewee 5 I: Så ret meget af oplæringen ligger hos lederne i butikken? 

5: Ja, det synes jeg. 

 

 

Interviewee 1 1: Det blev jeg mest af min butikschef, som satte mig ind i hvordan de 

fleste ting fungerer sådan noget som kassesystemer og sådan, men det 

var selvfølgelig ikke noget der satte sig fast med det samme. Der er 

mange ting man skal huske, hvordan man taster ind, alle varerne vi sæl-

ger skal vi gerne have styr på. Kaffemaskinen selvom vi ikke fik oplæ-

ring lige i starten, men jeg kendte faktisk en der arbejdede der, så han vi-

ste mig meget og jeg gik ligesom sammen med ham og så hvordan han 

gjorde og så gjorde jeg nogle af dem bagefter. Så de første gange kig-

gede jeg lidt og så stille og roligt tog jeg mere over.  

I: Kan du huske hvilke informationer du blev præsenteret for som de 

vigtigste? 

1: Altså god service, du skal altid være smilende og åben og snaksalig. 

Det var ikke så meget med hvad dr var inde i produkterne, faktisk. Det 

kommer senere.  

I: Hvad synes du der blev gjort godt i din oplæring og hvad kunne du 

tænke dig at du fik at vide hurtigere eller tidligere? 

1: Jeg synes jeg blev kastet meget hurtig ud i det. Nu er jeg måske også 

en person der har det helt fint med at blive kastet ud i sådan nogle situa-

tioner, men jeg kan godt se at en person der ikke tager det er lige så 

nemt, vil synes det er svært bare at blive kastet ud i det efter ikke så 

mange kunder også skulle ud. altså man bliver alligevel ret nervøs, når 

man står der første gang og ikke rigtig ved hvad det er. Så jeg vil sige i 

forhold til andre, så skal man nok bruge lidt mere tid på at lære dem op, 

men det fungerede fint for mig.  

 

Differences 

in training  

Interviewee 2 I: Hvad ville du bredt sige at man kunne gøre bedre internt og som også 

kunne gøre det til en bedre oplevelse for kunderne? 

2: Det er at oplære folk ordentligt og ligesom gøre det meget klart over-

for nye medarbejdere hvad det vil sige at kende til produkterne, kunne 
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lave kaffe. Jeg ved at de baristakurser som de får er rimelig kortfattede 

og ikke fyldestgørende, så der er helt klart noget der. Også ift. til effekti-

vitet og spare tid når der er travlt, der er mange ting at tage fat på egent-

lig, synes jeg. Internt synes jeg faktisk at der er rigtig god stemning. Vo-

res chefer er strikse når de skal være det, men ellers meget overbærende 

så det synes jeg er en god balance. Men der er noget ift. oplæring som 

kunne være bedre.  

 

Interviewee 2 I: Så lad os snakke lidt om oplæring. Nu ved jeg godt at det er længe si-

den for dit vedkommende, men hvis du prøver at tænke tilbage, hvordan 

blev du så lært op.  

2: Jeg blev bare kastet ud i det, som jeg husker det. Det var en leder, som 

med al respekt, var lidt sjusket med nogle ting. Jeg havde selv været på 

en cafe før, så jeg kunne betjene en kasse og en lave en kaffe men før 

folk er er helt grønne, så tror jeg stadig at det går lidt tjept og det kan jeg 

se på den måde der bliver lavet kaffe, den måde der bliver betjent og ha-

stigheden. Det kunne godt gøres bedre og det kunne det også for 3-4 år 

siden  

I: Kan du huske hvilke informationer de lagde vægt på at du fik? 

2: Det var nok at være smilende og at man skulle huske mængderabatter 

for folk. Hvordan butikken skulle se ud, altså æstetikken i det.  

I: Fik du information omkring hvad der var i brugte, hvad det kunne bru-

ges til osv.?  

2: Nej, jeg fik stukket en produktmappe i hånden, men kan ikke engang 

huske om jeg fik den med hjem, men ikke mere. Der var ikke noget med 

at man skulle læse den eller noget og der må jeg jo være ærlig og sige at 

den fik jeg jo ikke læst og det tror jeg ikke at der er nogen der gør med-

mindre det er et krav og måske at der var en lille prøve eller sådan noget 

fordi der er utallige af mine kollegaer derinde som ikke kender til pro-

dukterne, specielt deltid.  

I: Vidste du efter din oplæring hvor du kunne søge informationer henne? 

2: Nej. 

 

 

Interviewee 3 I: Hvad synes du der var godt ved den oplæring du fik, og var du noget 

du tænkte at du manglede efter? 
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3: Jeg synes det var rigtig fedt at man fik at vide at man havde de her ca. 

4 oplæringsvagter, hvor man havde fokus på forskellige ting. Det man 

måske godt kunne have ændret på, var så man måske får lidt mere infor-

mation om alting altså f.eks. produkterne, omkring kasseapparatet, hvor-

dan man gav retur osv. Det var nogle af de ting som jeg synes man først 

fik lidt efter, fx først når man skulle bruge det, fik man informationen. 

Der kunne man godt at have brugt en halv time længere på kasseappara-

tet, så man følte at man kunne det hele.  

I: Så jeg hører du siger at du manglede noget mere skriftlig information 

omkring både produkter, men også omkring hvordan tingene 

Interviewee 3 I: Cool, hvis vi hopper videre til din oplæring, vil du så ikke beskrive 

den proces du gik igennem? 

3: Øøøhm, jeg blev oplært sådan at min først vagt var sådan at min første 

vagt var en observationssvagt, hvor jeg egentlig bare kiggede og fandt 

ud af deres rutiner. Hende der oplærte mig havde inddelt det sådan at vi 

havde fokus på nogle ting de forskellige dage, fx lave sandwich og 

kunne alle dem, så havde morgenmadstallerkener og avokadomadder og 

sådan.  

I: Så det vil sige at du var ekstra på i flere dage? 

3: Den første dag var jeg ekstra, og de andre dage var vi bare to på der-

ude som vi altid er.  

I: Hvilke informationer blev der lagt vægt på, var vigtige for dig at 

kunne i løbet af din oplæring? 

3: Øhm.. Det var meget kvalitet, det blev der sagt mange gange. Det var 

kvalitet frem for alt, især fordi der ligger så mange Lagkagehuset butik-

ker alle vegne, så det er nemt for gæsterne bare at gå videre til den næ-

ste, også var det meget den her oplevelse og blive oplært i butikken bag-

efter. 

 

Interviewee 5 5: Der er selvfølgelig vores oplærings skemaer, de lå på s drevet, som er 

nogle helt standard nogen. Så er der for butiksassistent, team leder og 

butikschef. Det er selvfølgelig en standard en, så det kommer helt an på 

hvilken butik du er i og nogen gange kan kulturen var forskellige i butik-

kerne og man går ting anderledes. Nogen gange skal der være mere fo-

kus på tempo, hvorimod andre er der fokus på personlig service. Så jeg 
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synes godt at man kan bruge dem som udgangspunkt, men det kommer 

nok an på butikken.  

I: Hvilke informationer forventer du at din medarbejder får i løbet af sin 

oplæring? 

5: God viden om hvor tingene er, men altså det er svært fordi på første 

vagt handler det jo mest om her er de her poser, dem bruger du til osv. 

også kasse træning. Generelt bliver man bedt om at køre kunder i rigtig 

lang tid, den første måned tror jeg næsten. Det skal de bare kunne for el-

lers bliver resten ikke en god oplevelse, så får man smidt alt for meget i 

hovedet. Men ellers er det vigtig at de ved hvor de skal finde allergener-

mappen. Det er sindssygt vigtigt at de nogenlunde har forberedt sig in-

den. Fx book of love. Jeg forventer selvfølgelig at de prøve at finde ud af 

hvad der er i de her produkter, så de kan vejlede.  

 

Interviewee 4 I: Hvad synes du der fungerer, hvad synes du der ikke fungerer i den in-

terne kommunikation? 

4: Jeg synes det fungerer, sådan noget Facebook-agtigt... jeg synes fak-

tisk det fungerer fint, for det er det jeg tjekker mest. 

 

Interviewee 

6+7 

I: Cool, hvis vi snakker oplæring, hvordan oplærer i som medarbejdere? 

Hvilken proces går de igennem? 

7: Jamen, det er jo sådan en, hvor vi nærmest bare kaster dem direkte ud 

i det, også er vi ellers bare med dem under hele deres oplæring, og hjæl-

per dem. Jeg har nogle gange printet de der, hvor mange sider er det? 

Hundrede sider man printe ud og så fra første læringsdag og anden læ-

ringsdag, eller vagt eller noget, men altså det blev simpelthen for uover-

skueligt. 

I: så i har i virkeligheden som butikschefer en eller anden guide som i 

kan bruge, men den er ikke optimal? 

7: Altså, jeg synes den bliver for uoverskuelig, jeg synes den bliver for 

meget for dem, og som jeg har sagt til dem, jeg ved ikke om det bare er 

den måde jeg lærer bedst på, men det er at man ligesom lærer af sine fejl 

og bliver kastet ud i det. 

6: Det er meget prøv dig frem ik’? og igen meget overvældende for en 

sekstenårig at starte på sit første jiob og få hundrede sider med hjem ik’? 

’’værsgo, så er der lektier for’’ ik’? de kommer her til en lav løn, og er 
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her ved siden af deres almindelige gymnasie, man skal sidestille det med 

at arbejde i Netto. Fordi det kan godt være vi er Lagkagehuset, og vi 

gerne vil signalere noget andet, men så må man også investerer noget an-

det. Og man kan ikke forvente at folk læser 100 sider fra første til anden 

gang, og man kan heller ikke forvente at folk kan huske det. Og så er der 

også, som du siger, noget i bare i ’’prøv dig frem’’ man lærer, men der 

er også noget menneskelig læring. Man ved hvordan man skal tackle 

kunder, når man har været her længere tid.. Dem der er i højt humør skal 

man prøve at ramme dem i højt humør, dem der gerne vil smalltalke, vil 

man gerne smalltalke med, dem der bare gerne vil hurtig ind, have en 

kaffe og ud igen, der er det ikke der hvor man prøver at fange dem og 

stoppe dem op og sige ’’Hey hvordan går det?’’ agtigt ikke? 

 

Interviewee 6 6: Altså jeg kan huske, min første oplæringsvagt fik jeg stukket den her i 

hånden, og jeg tænkte bare ’’det kommer jeg aldrig igennem det her’’ 

jeg gik hjem, og jeg har aldrig heller kigget i den, fordi det er som om at 

man ryger direkte tilbage på skolebænken og skal lave.. jaer. Jeg ved 

ikke om der skulle være et eller andet hvor man kunne gennemføre en 

app eller et eller andet. 

 

 

Interviewee 1 I: Synes du at Kærlighed og karma fungerer derinde? 

1: Jeg bruger den ikke? Jeg var heller ikke medlem af kærlighed og 

karma før.  

 

Kærlighed 

and Karma  

Interviewee 2 I: Har du set at kærlighed og karma lever videre derinde? 

2: Mmh, den er jeg ikke medlem af på Facebook, men jeg ved godt at 

den eksisterer? 

I: Nej, Kunne du forestille dig at den kunne levere videre derinde? 

2: Nej, det tror jeg ikke. 

 

 

Interviewee 3 I: Hvordan synes du om kærlighed og karma derinde? 

3: Jeg har faktisk slet ikke været inde og kigge i den. 

I: Haha, var du medlem af den før?  

3: Ja det var jeg. 
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I: Men du har ikke været så involveret i den efter den blev lagt ind i ap-

pen? 

3: Nej, jeg tjekker den mest på Facebook stadigvæk.  

 

Interviewee 4 I: Skide godt... er du medlem af den der ’’kærlighed og karma’’ gruppe? 

4: Nej 

 

 

Interviewee 6  I: Tror i at kærlighed og karma kan leve videre derinde?  

6: Ja, jeg er rigtig ked af at pille det ned, men vores facebookgrupper 

kommer heller aldrig derind. Jeg synes ogsa det er meget ambitiøst at 

tænke at man kan slå Facebook. 

 

 

Interviewee 7 7: Nej! Jeg vil sige at jeg allerede har nu glemt alt om kærlighed og 

karma.  

 

 

Interviewee 1 men der er selvfølgelig beskrivelser på vores skilte med grundlæggende 

hvad der er i fx i brød og rugbrød.  

 

Price signs  

Interviewee 7 7: Jeg synes at efter der er kommet beskrivelser på skiltene, så har det 

hjulpet helt vildt meget. Især fx med påskekagen, så kan kunderne også 

selv læse omkring det.  

 

 

Interviewee 6 6: Ja, det synes jeg også fungerer rigtig godt.  

Interviewee 2 I: Ja, der var andre der nævnte at de ikke synes appen var særlig effektiv 

i den situation hvor du rent faktisk har brug for den, når du står i butik-

ken, fordi det ikke virker passende at tage sin mobil frem? 

 

Cell Phone  

Interviewee 1 1: Altså nu er det lidt svært at hive en app op i arbejdstiden, men jeg har 

i hvert fald muligheden for at gå ind og kigge, hvis jeg fx var helt ny. 

Hvis man har arbejdet der i et stykke tid, så står der ikke så meget nyt.  

I: Men det er ikke så nemt at bruge appen, når du står i situationen i vir-

keligheden? 

 

 

Ibterviewee 5  5: Altså vi må ikke bruge den længere, for den kan ikke opdateres læn-

gere, så vi skal bruge LUNI og det er både og fordi når kunder kommer 
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ind og spørger, så tager du ikke lige din telefon frem synes jeg i hvert 

fald ikke. Herinde har vi ikke en butikstelefon, som vi egentlig burde 

have. Men så burde de jo give os en Ipad eller et eller andet, så det ikke 

ser ud som om vi står med vores telefoner. 

Interviewee 5 I: Hvis vi snakker LUNI app, hvad er så dit umiddelbare indtryk af ap-

pen? 

5: At den er sindssyg effektiv og jeg ved præcis hvor jeg skal lede henne 

for at finde information og den er så brugervenlig. Det er sådan en alle 

kan finde ud af og det er bare sindssyg vigtigt og det vigtigste for mig er 

at vi kommer til at lukke end for Facebook. Så man kan adskille arbejds-

liv og privatbeskeder og det er guld værd for sådan en som mig.  

I: Så du synes at den er brugervenlig? 

5: Ja. 

I: Du kan også finde det information du har brug for derinde? 

5: Ja. 

I: Oplever du også at dine medarbejdere kan det? 

5: Ja, altså jeg har ikke hørt nogen sige at de ikke kan. Men jeg plejer 

gerne at holde personalemøder og lige da den kom ud gennemgik vi den 

og hjalp hinanden med at finde ud af hvor de skulle lede efter ting. Så 

det fungerede meget godt. Og det fede er at jeg kan følge med i hvor 

langt de er med deres læring og hvor meget de er på. Så det er også me-

get godt at se hvad folk der har været igennem. 

I: Følger du op på deres ting derinde? 

5: Ja, det gør jeg. Nogen ville mene for meget 

LUNI app 

positive  

Interviewee 3 3: Altså, den er ret langsom, men jeg synes faktisk den er rigtig god. Jeg 

er ret overrasket over at man kan finde alt derinde. Jeg kunne fx finde 

info omkring lønkontoret. Alle produkterne ligger derinde og man kan 

træne det man synes man mangler derinde. 

I: Synes du at den er overskuelig at bruge?  

3: Ja, altså jeg synes især fanerne er hjælpsomme.  

 

 

Interviewee 7  Ååh nej, haha! 

 

LUNI app 

Negative  

Interviewee 

6+7 

6: Haha, jeg vil starte med at sige god. Jeg synes den er godt lavet og der 

er de ting vi skal bruge. Den kræver igen noget viden omkring tingene. 
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Også er den helt ufattelig langsom til trods for at jeg har en helt ny tele-

fon.  

I: Ja, gør det at du ikke får lyst til at bruge den?  

6: Ja.  

7: Ja! 

6: Det er bestemt noget der sætter min tålmodighed på prøve fordi hvor-

for skal den lige være langsom som den eneste app på min telefon 

Interviewee 7 7: Jeg synes der sker for meget  

 

 

Interviewee 6 6: Ja, der er fart på den ikke  

 

 

Interviewee 1 1: Ja, den er okay lavet, men den virker sådan lidt billigt lavet fordi den 

er ekstremt langsom og det er igennem et anden virksomhed. Den hedder 

ikke ”Lagkagehusets app” - den hedder Actimo eller sådan noget. Det 

virker som om man bare skal have en app. Ja, jeg får i hvert fald ikke 

lyst til at bruge den.  

I: Nej, hvor ofte bruger du den, tror du? 

1: Jeg tjekker bare vagtplanen på min computer, så der bruger jeg den 

ikke. Nogle gange læser jeg hvis der er en nyhed ift. sortiment, men der 

er også noget læring derinde, men det har jeg ikke kigget på.  

I: Synes du den er overskuelig og brugervenlig? – du syns sikke den er 

brugervenlig ift. til at den er langsom, men synes du at den er overskue-

lig – kan du finde de ting du mener du skal finde derinde?  

1: De gange jeg har været inde på den synes jeg at den har været lidt 

mærkelig at finde rundt i. jeg kan ikke rigtig søge på en præcis ting. Hvis 

jeg har et specifikt problem eller leder efter hvad der er i et specifikt pro-

dukt, og skulle bruge den i arbejdstiden, så ville jeg ikke rigtig vide hvor 

det skulle være. Det er meget overordnet, du er nødt til at tage det hele.  

I: Hvilke problemstillinger synes du så app løser? 

1: Som jeg nævnte, ift. produktnyheder. Det er også en ok måde at få 

samlet tingene på. Fx, fordi at vagtplanen er flyttet derind, så ser du også 

nyheder. Jeg synes det er en fin ide, men jeg synes den mangler lidt.  

 

 

Interviewee 2 2: For at være ærlig, har vi aldrig rigtig fået at vide derinde at den skulle 

bruges, så egentlig bruger jeg den ikke rigtig. Jeg får informationen 
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gennem facebookgruppen og ellers så tjekker jeg jo bare min vagtplan. 

Den har jeg virkelig ikke ret meget at sige om? 

2: Nej, har du bare lige været inde og kigge på den og se om du synes 

den er overskuelig og brugervenlig? 

I: Det kan jeg ikke rigtig udtale mig om, da jeg bare var inde og tjekke 

den ud, også har jeg aldrig været tilbage siden. Men umiddelbart var mit 

indtryk nej. 

 

Interviewee 1 3: Altså, den er ret langsom,  

Interviewee 4 I: Nu skulle vi egentlig snakke Luni-app, men du har jo ikke nogen 

Luni-app. 

4: Det har jeg ikke, desværre Ida. 

 

 

  App – Not 

used  

   

   

   

Interviewee 1 I: Blev du taget med på råd ift. hvad den nye app skulle indeholde? 

1: Nej.  

 

App consult 

Interviewee 2 I: Blev du som medarbejder hørt om hvad du kunne tænke dig i appen? 

2: Nej. 

 

 

Interviewee 3 I: Blev du spurgt om du havde input til appen? 

3: Nej det gjorde jeg ikke. 

 

Interviewee 5 I: Blev du forhørt omkring hvad du gerne ville se på appen inde den blev 

udviklet? 

5: Nej, ikke hvad jeg kan huske i hvert fald.  

 

 

Interviewee 1 I: Ift. rådgivning af produkter, nu tænker jeg ikke kun på oplysning om-

kring allergener, men hvis der fx kommer en kunde en og spørger efter 

et brød der er godt til at dyppe i olivenolie. Ville du så tænke, det ved jeg 

godt hvad jeg skal anbefale til? 

Not neces-

sary infor-

mation   
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1: Nu har jeg været der i lidt længere tid, så jeg har hørt hvad nogle af de 

andre siger. Så jeg kan svare på baggrund af det for det meste fordi jeg 

spise ikke selv meget af brødet. Så det er lidt hvad jeg selv har hørt, men 

hvis jeg ikke havde den, så ville jeg enten skulle spørge og hvis man 

ikke havde tid til det, så må man bare sige at det ved jeg ikke.  

I: Har du givet en anbefaling, og husk at det her er helt anonymt, hvor du 

gav en anbefaling som du ikke vidste om var rigtig? 

1: Ja det har jeg nok.  

 

Interviewee 4 I: Har du efterfølgende fra din oplæring stået i en situation hvor du følte 

du ikke havde den nødvendige information til at svare på spørgsmål? 

4: Ja, flere gange. 

I: Hvad er det ofte omkring i så fald? 

4: Sådan noget med allergier, og sådan noget med laktose, eller glutenfri 

– mere sådan noget, eller sådan noget hvis man skal, altså beskrivelse af 

rugbrød kan også være sådan lidt, der hvor man lige... 

I: For eksempel i forhold til hvad der er groft og fuldkorn? 

4: Jaer, sådan noget der. 

 

Interviewee 2 2: Jamen det er fx kunder der kommer og spørger ind til fx brød der er 

godt til fisk fx, så skal man som ansat vide hvilket brød der ville egne sig 

godt til fisk i stedet for bare at stå og gætte. 

 

Interviewee 1 I: Lad os fortsætte. Vil du mene at du repræsenterer brandet som medar-

bejder? 

1: Ja  

I: Hvordan? 

1: Altså, vi er de forreste der tager imod kunder, så på en måde repræ-

senterer vi brandet ved at være smilende og glad og repræsenterer bran-

det. For de fleste Lagkaeghuset er det sådan nogle som mig som sælger 

brød, som ikke kan finde ud af at lave det, men som sælger det.  

 

Represen-

ting  

Interviewee 2 2: Nogen gange har jeg svært ved at finde ud af hvad brandet er, men ja, 

det ville jeg mene. Hvis det altså handler om stemningen og kærlighed 

og karma, eller hvad det er de kalder det og service, så synes jeg at jeg 

får meget positiv feedback derinde. Når jeg arbejder, så vil jeg gerne 

have at det bliver gjort ordentligt og det har jeg også fået ros for fra både 
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nuværende og tidligere ledere og distriktschefen. Så jeg ville mene at jeg 

repræsenterer brandet ok.  

 

Interviewee 3 3: Ja, det vil jeg da fordi at man er med til at fuldende oplevelsen når 

man går ind i Lagkagehuset, at det ikke kun handler om produkterne, 

men også om en oplevelse. Så jeg vil sige at medarbejderne giver nok 

halvdelen af oplevelsen.  

 

 

Interviewee 4 4: Når jeg er på arbejde… Jeg synes jeg repræsenterer det ret godt, fordi 

hele det der med at være imødekommende når folk kommer ind, for jeg 

tror også at det ligeså meget er hele oplevelsen af at købe noget i butik-

ken, også sådan noget med at der er rent i butikken, altså hele udstrålin-

gen, der synes jeg at vi sådan, os der arbejder dernede, repræsenterer det 

godt, på den måde at vi er imødekommende når folk kommer ind og 

snakker lidt med kunderne - sådan ville jeg repræsenterer det. 

 

 

Interviewee 5 5: Det gør jeg.  

Interviewee 7 7: Ja, det vil jeg da mene.  

Interviewee 6 6: Altså, vi bliver jo, altså service frem for alt, og det er det vi skal efter-

leve, så når vi står i vores lagkage-T-shirts og leverer god service, så er 

vi det brand vi gerne vil skabe, så det er vi jo, så når jeg siger vi yder 

god service, så er vi vel også med til at opbygge det brand, som Lagka-

gehuset gerne vil være. 

 

 

Interviewee 1 1: Nu kan jeg rigtig godt med dem der er dernede, med cheferne og dem 

der har været der i noget ti, også ungarbejdere, så mest pga. jeg godt kan 

lide at være der også synes jeg det er hyggeligt nok at snakke med kun-

der. Jeg synes det er en hyggelig butik, så det giver god mening for mig.  

 

Engagment 

culure  

Interviewee 4 4: Både kollegaer, og min egen.. altså, når man selv handler som kunde 

ik’? man ved, jeg ved hvad det betyder at man kommer ind til et smil, 

frem for man ikke gør agtigt? Og så tror jeg generelt at jeg er glad for at 

være der ik’? så jeg tror det er ret let at være dernede ik’? 
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Interviewee 

6+7 

I: Ja. Nå må I ikke tage det forkert, men ville i beskrive jer selv som en-

gagerede medarbejdere?  

7: Helt bestemt! 

6: Selvfølgelig hahaha. Altså, ja, jeg synes vi lægger mange timer også 

udenfor vores almindelig arbejdstid.  

7: Helt bestemt, nu sidder C her i dag, selvom han har fri ikke. Men jeg 

tror også det er fordi vi har det så godt hernede at vi er så engagerede.  

6: Det var også noget af det vi snakkede om i starten. Vi har en kultur 

hernede som er hyggelig og vi har en kultur hvor vi har mange ting til 

fælles og vi har fået samlet en gruppe af mennesker som hygger sig sam-

men, men vi er også ekstremt adskilte fra andre butikker. 

7: Helt enormt.  

6: Jeg aner ikke hvor nogen andre er, jo dem jeg har arbejdet med.  

7: Ja, vores butik er lidt en enspænder, men det går tydeligvis stadig rig-

tig godt, kan vi se på tallene. Eller gjorde before coronaaa.. 

 

 

Interviewee 3 I: Ja, hvad får dig til at have lyst til at være en engageret medarbejder i 

Lagkagehuset? 

3: Det er meget den her udviklingsmulighed som jeg ser. Jeg føler at alle 

der har ansvar i Lagkagehuset faktisk er ret unge. Det er en meget dyna-

misk virksomhed, som hurtigt kan udvikle sig. Fx det her talentprogram 

som vi har, det synes jeg er meget motiverende og gr at man har lyst til 

at blive ved og fordi man hurtigt kan se at der sker en udvikling.  

 

Engage-

ment re-

sponsibili-

tes  

Interviewee 5 5: For mit vedkommende, tror jeg det handler om at jeg skal udfordres 

hele tiden eller keder jeg mig, og jeg har brug for ansvar, hvis ikke jeg 

har det, så fungerer jeg ikke så godt. Så jeg har brug for at jeg har en le-

der der tør give mig udfordringer, men som også tør sige til mig- Har det 

kunne du godt gøre bedre. Jeg bliver engageret når jeg føler mig værd-

sat, det føler jeg heldigvis her. Min leder er også min kollega, så.. 

 

 

Interviewee 3 , men vores kundeservice synes jeg er virkelig god. I hvert fald det jeg 

har oplevet inde hos os, så der ville jeg sætte den på en 10’er. Man kan 

selvfølgelig altid opleve lidt dårlig service, men jeg synes generelt altid 

Product gui-

dance  
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der er god, både viden om alle produkterne, men også bare den der imø-

dekommenhed.  

I: Ja, jeg skulle lige til at spørge dig, hvis vi ændrede den der hedder 

kvalitet af kundeservice til at fokusere på medarbejderens evne til at råd-

give og vejlede omkring produkterne, vil du stadig lægge den på en 

10’er? 

3: Altså jeg vil sige, at efter den her LUNI appen er kommet, kan jeg 

mærke inde hos os selv i hvert fald er alle ungarbejderne der ikke er 

fuldtid, at de får en større viden. Før kunne man godt opleve at hvis man 

blev betjent at folk der ikke havde så mange timer om ugen, at de lægger 

selvfølgelig ikke lige så meget i det eller har ikkehelt den samme viden, 

men det synes jeg nemt man kan tilgå nu og det tror jeg der er mange der 

værdsætter at man selv kan gå ind og lære ting. Det ligger måske mere 

omkring 7, men jeg tror den bliver højere med den her app.  

 

Interviewee 4 4: Der vil jeg nok sige otte. 

I: Hvis jeg siger det også omhandler f.eks. hvor gode vi er til at infor-

mere, vejlede og rådgive kunderne om produkterne. Vil du så lægge den 

samme sted? 

4: Nej, så vil jeg nok lægge den på en fire-femmer. 

I: Ja, hvorfor? 

4: Jeg synes bare nogle gange man har hørt eller også selv kan komme 

ud i at man faktisk ikke rigtig er helt sikker også nogle gange har vi jo 

muligheder for at tjekke op på det, det bare ikke tydeligt nok nogle 

gange. Og tager for lang tid. Og jeg synes heller det noget som, når jeg 

ser folk bliver ansat nu, så synes jeg også godt det kan hænge lidt med at 

få styr på de forskellige ting, sådan noget med sådan nogen der har aller-

gier for et eller andet eller hvis du skal finde noget laktosefrit eller so-

mething. Der kan det godt være lidt sløvt nogle gange. Så jeg vil nok 

sætte den på en fire-femmer. 

 

 

Interviewee 5 Vi ligger nok på en 8 i værdi for pengene og en 8 på kundeservice.  

I: Hvis vi laver den her om til at handle om hvor gode vi er til at levere 

rådgivning og vejledning omkring produkter, altså for den menige med-

arbejder, ligger vi så stadigvæk på en 8? 
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5: Jamen det synes jeg er svært, for det kommer an på hvilken butik du 

er inde i. det er ikke fordi man skal tale andre butikschefen ned, men det 

kommer an på hvor engageret butikschefen er og hvor engageret team le-

der for at lære fra sig. Men generelt er vores mål jo at ligge på en 10.  

 

Interviewee 

6+7 

I: Hvis vi ændrer den her op til at være kvalitet om den viden i kan gi’ 

som medarbejdere omkring produkterne, ville den ændre. Hvis det hand-

ler om, for eksempel ikke at man kun er smilende og glad og har en god 

kultur, men hvis det handler om hvad i kan give omkring rådgivning for 

eksempel. 

7: Jeg ville sige den er lidt lavere... Gevaldigt lavere. 

6: Den er lavere, men jeg tror også det svinger ekstremt meget, man kan 

godt være god kundeservice synes jeg, uden at vide særligt meget om 

produktet, man kan godt være ekstrovert og smilende, og sige god dag 

med humør på.  

Uden at vide hvad der passer til hvad, og hvad der er i den nye jordbær-

tærte, eller ikke den nye jordbærtærte, i den nye tærte. 
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Appendix 4 – Perceptual Map  
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Appendix 5 – Price Signs  
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Appendix 6 – Organisation’s Chart 
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Appendix 7 – LUNI Website introductory mail  
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Appendix 8 – Print Materials and Physical Communication  
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Appendix 9 – Survey Data 

Table 1 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 
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Table 2 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 
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Table 3 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 

Table 4 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 

Table 5 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 

Table 6 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 
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Table 7 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey data) 

Table 8  

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 

Table 9 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 
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Table 10 

 

(Master Thesis, Survey Data) 
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Appendix 10 – Calculation  
Customers’ ratings:  

X-axis: Appendix 9, table 10 

Average Calculated: 

(1+4+4+4+4+4+4+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+5+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+6+7+7+7+7+7+7+8+8+8+8+8+8+8

+9+9+9+9+9+9+10) / 48 = 6,2 

Survey sliders converted to fit axis on perceptual map: 

6,2/2 = 3,1 

 

Y-axis: Appendix 9, table 9 

Average calculated: 

(4+5+5+5+5+6+6+6+6+6+6+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+7+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8+8

+8+8+9+9+9+9+9) /48 = 7,2 

Survey sliders converted to fit axis on perceptual map: 

7,2/2 = 3,6 

(3,1, 3,6) 

 

Employees’ ratings:  

Interviewee 1: (7,3) 

(Interviewee 1, l. 27 + l. 31) 

 

Interviewee 2: (7, 5) 

(Interviewee 2, l.29 + l. 25) 

 

Interviewee 3: (7, 8,5) 

(Interviewee 3, l. 38+ l. 28) 

 

Interviewee 4: (4,5, 6,5) 

(Interviewee 4, l. 32 + l. 24) 

 

Interviewee 5: (8, 8)     

(Interviewee 5, l 45 + l. 45) 
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Interviewee 6: (5, 7) 

(Interviewee 6+7, l. 49 + l. 40) 

 

Interviewee 7 :(5, 7) 

(Interviewee 6+7, l.48  + l. 41) 

 

X-axis:  

Average Calculated: 

(7+7+7+4,5+8+5+5) / 7 = 6,2 

 

Y-axis:  

Average calculated: 

(3+5+8,5+6,5+8+7+7) / 7 = 6,4 

 

(6,2 , 6,4) 

 

 

Buus’ Rating  

(7,5 , 8) 

(Buus, l. 60) 
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Customers:  Employees:  Buus: 

X-axis: 3,1  X-axis: 6,2  X-axis: 7,5 

Y-axis:  3,6  Y-axis: 6,4  Y-axis: 8 

(Appendix 10) 

 


